Sustainability Action Plan
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2019

“Sustainability is equity over time… think of
it as extending the Golden Rule through time.
Do unto future generations as you would have
them do unto you.”
— Robert Gilman, Context Institute
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Preface

Moab has a long history of promoting sustainable practices through numerous resolutions,
ordinances, plans, projects and internal policies. The 2019 Sustainability Action Plan
outlines the goals, schedule and strategies that will help put the community on a longterm sustainable path. Incremental change to minimize negative environmental and social
impacts is no longer a viable option if Moab hopes to reach existing, new and revised goals.
During my first year at the City, I have concentrated my efforts on water and energy
conservation efforts and establishing baseline data so that we can set and track measurable
goals. Unfortunately, despite setting a 20% energy reduction goal in 2008, energy
consumption use has increased by 34% over the last 17 years. Given that the scale of change
we seek is immense and our impact has steadily increased, new strategies, resources and
engagement are critical.
Buildings can account for between 40% and 75% of community-level greenhouse gas
emissions in Utah. Given that many impactful and cost-effective opportunities exist to
reduce energy use (and associated greenhouse gases) in buildings, and that reducing
energy consumption is typically the lowest-cost strategy to reducing emissions and
dramatically decreasing energy consumption among buildings, that is where most of my
time has been spent so that we can create a 100% renewable electricity system. As
community-wide electricity consumption is reduced, the amount of renewable electricity
needed by the community is also lowered, making it easier to achieve a 100% renewable
electricity scenario.
Beyond the prodigious role that the built environment plays, sustainability efforts need to
address resilience, carbon neutrality, watershed health, community vitality, regeneration and
triple bottom line thinking (i.e., social, economic and environmental). In order for the goals
to be more than words in a City Plan, Council and citizens will need to dedicate substantial
time and resources to educate, assist and support the priority strategies. (See Appendix A
for recommendations.)
This quote from Paul Hawken succinctly summarizes the main intent of our work: “Leave
the world better than you found it, take no more than you need, try not to harm life or the
environment, make amends if you do.” The Sustainability Action Plan’s content is a reflection
of input from numerous business and community members to identify actions that will
increase efficiency and resiliency because:
• Economic health, social inclusion and environmental quality are mutually
interdependent.
• Policy choices have long-term cost-effectiveness.
• Organizational and community awareness, responsibility, participation and
education are key elements of sustainability.
• Local actions have regional, national and global implications.
Within this document are recommendations to augment existing goals and metrics, because
how we acquire energy and how efficiently we use resources will determine if Moab can
achieve transformational change and protect the world-class environment we call home.
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Awards
The City of Moab and staff have received numerous sustainability-related awards:

• Green to Gold Partner Award
•

League of American Bicyclists: Bicycle Friendly Community Award
• Blue Sky Community Challenge
• Blue Sky Legacy Award Recipient
• Blue Sky Renewable Energy Project Funding Awardee
• U.S. EPA Green Power Partner
• Wattsmart Community: $30,000 free consulting
• Electric Vehicle Charging Stations: $50,000 grant
• National Geographic’s Aspen Institute Environmental Scholar
Award: Sustainability Director, Dr. Rosemarie Russo

• The Rural Water Association of Utah Water Plant Operator of the Year:
Greg Fosse, City Wastewater Reclamation Facility Superintendent
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Background
Introduction
The City of Moab has always been influenced by and is determined to sustain natural resources.
Exemplifying the City’s long history of environmental stewardship, the City gained recognition by the
EPA as the agency’s first Green Power Community. Likewise, as a longtime supporter of renewable
energy, the City of Moab has a co-beneficial partnership with Rocky Mountain Power beginning with
its participation in Blue Sky in 2002. Through Blue Sky participation, the Moab community has been
awarded more than $430,000 in Blue Sky renewable energy funding for seven local renewable energy
projects. (See Table 1: Renewable Blue Sky Projects.)
With this as a backdrop, the City
recognizes the need to continue to lead in
promoting energy efficiency and renewable
energy community-wide and regionally.
To this end, the City believes in not only
setting goals to reduce energy use and
increase support for and use of renewable
fuels, but also in taking immediate and
impactful action today to make progress on
the aspirational goals identified in the 2020
Vision: A Sustainable Moab Plan and in
support of the Global Covenant of Mayors,
signed in 2017.
In addition to aspirational energy goals, the
City set greenhouse gas
reduction goals through resolutions and
outlined in the General Plan.

Table 1. Blue Sky Projects (7) and Self-Funded (4).

Current tasks include:
•
•
•
•

Determining baseline natural resource use and numerical reduction goals;
Setting numerical goals for the vast majority of goals specified in the General Plan;
Determining priorities and compreh ensive goals;
Implementing and tracking strategies based on a triple bottom line analysis or life cycle
assessment with an adequate budget to implement strategies.

Beginning in 2017, the focus has been centered on two main goals: energy and water. In 2017, the
General Plan was updated and an energy baseline date was determined to evaluate progress with
achieving the energy goals; 2008 was selected as the baseline year to be consistent with two other
local municipalities (i.e., Park City and Salt Lake City) in order to collaborate on a regional basis.
In order to assess progress toward the overarching carbon goal, an inventory of carbon, electricity,
water, natural gas, fuel, recycling, travel (i.e., car, plane) and solid waste usage for both the municipal
government and community is in progress. The 2019 Sustainability Plan delineates immediate, shortterm and long-term strategies for the reduction and mitigation of the organization’s and community’s
net carbon emissions. The plan follows in the footsteps of the initial program successes by
incrementally transforming Moab into an environmentally sustainable community with the long-term
goal of becoming carbon neutral. The plan lays out strategies to reduce our environmental impact,
save energy and support health. Appendix A provides a list of strategic actions that individuals can
implement to help the organization progress toward the City’s goals. Appendix B documents a series
of short, medium and long-term strategies. In addition to working toward established sustainability
goals, the Plan delineates 10 priority areas that will guide future policy decisions.
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Policy Statement

Moab supports the overarching sustainability principle: “To systematically, creatively and thoughtfully
utilize environmental, human and economic resources to meet our present needs and those of future
generations without compromising the ecosystems on which we depend.”

Vision

Moab will create a culture of sustainability through engagement, education, collaboration and
innovation to inspire and guide the community and visitors.

Mission

Leading responsibly through triple bottom line stewardship.

Strategies & Actions by Focus Area

The Intergovernmental Pan el on Climate Change (IPCC) estimates that global emissions need to
be reduced by 40% to 70% by 2050, and carbon
neutrality achieved by the end of the century.
Scientific consensus sets a 1.5-degree C reduction
as key. (Hansen, 2016)
The Plan is divided into 10 focus areas. Each area
section includes a goal, an introduction to its
relevance, accomplishments to date and
benchmarks and the strategies and actions that
will get us there. Each broad strategy is driven
forward by specific priority actions that focus
on mitigation, adaptation, or both. As details
and funding become available, more specific
quantitative goals and milestones will be created,
driving the pace of strategy implementation. The
Plan narrative lays out the “what” and the “why”;
Appendix A: “Take It Personally” addresses the
personal actions steps, Appendix B:
“Implementation Grid” addresses the “how,”
including the timeframe of priority actions
and which City departments and community
stakeholders are responsible for accomplishing
them, and Appendix C: “Gantt Chart” outlines the
“when” over a 10-year period, recognizing that
some activities will be ongoing.
Nationally and internationally many municipal
Table 2. City of Moab Timeline
governments are adopting goals based on revised
scientific findings related to climate change.
There is scientific consensus that a global atmospheric concentration of fewer than 350 parts per
million (ppm) of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) is necessary to avoid dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate and to limit the global temperature increase to less than 1.5-degree C.
Increasingly, climate scientists have determined that the concentration may need to be 350 ppm or
less.
Data suggest that in order to reach these necessary global concentrations, goals need to be adjusted
to decrease emissions by 80% to 95% below 1990 levels by 2050. Governments have begun to adopt
these targets as long-term goals. The European Union (EU) has committed to reducing its emissions
by 20% below 1990 levels by 2020. The EU has an ultimate goal of reducing its carbon emissions by
80% to 95% below 1990 levels by 2050. Some local (and national) governments are using this goal as
an interim step to achieving long-term neutrality.
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The City has been examining and evaluating emerging best practices and strategies to reduce local
carbon emissions. Given the new reduction goals and generated capacity being adopted and achieved
by other jurisdictions such as Austin, Texas, the City of Moab and the community will have to set aside
additional resources and staff to achieve the aspirational goals already set for carbon neutrality. Austin
and Aspen, Colorado, have achieved a 100% renewable energy goal for municipal operations. Denmark
set a goal to reduce carbon emissions by 40% below 1990 levels by 2020, with associated goals of
30% renewable energy-consumption and gross energy savings of 4% (relative to 2005).
In a recent U.S. mayoral survey about energy and carbon reduction strategies, the top five areas
identified included LED energy-efficient lighting, low-energy buildings, solar electricity generation,
energy-efficient pumps and appliances, and hybrid vehicles. The emphasis on low-energy buildings
and solar generation supports the revised energy goals.
Moab can build upon its success while recognizing that the numerical reductions have not been
achieved and certain areas have not been addressed at all.

Public Engagement

The public provided valuable input that helped shaped the Plan through three half-day charrettes in
2017 and numerous one-on-one meetings in 2019 with the Water Conservation and Drought Advisory
Board, Grand Conservation District Board, Grand County Solid Waste Special Service District #1 Board,
Grand County League of Women Voters forums, online feedback and newspaper articles.

Greenhouse Gas Inventory, Emission Modeling & Target-Setting

Moab, as a signatory to the Mayor’s Global Covenant, will be utilizing specified EPA and International
Council Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) protocols. A separate quality assurance document
is being drafted with methodologies, assumptions and emission factors. There is some degree of
uncertainty in any inventory due to incomplete data or translating sector-based activities into emissions.
Additional data gathering and using a consumption-based versus sector-based inventory will be
necessary.
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Goals

The following new and revised goals are recommended. Goals in
italics are new or revised goals.

Goal #1: Sustainability, Adaptation & Mitigation
Reduction of community greenhouse gases by
at least 80% by 2040, including a reduction
of at least 50% by 2032; and ultimately
achieving carbon neutrality for the municipal
organization. This reduction will be relative to a
2008 community emissions baseline, including
emissions from energy use and transportation.
Goal # 2: Energy: Electricity & Renewable Energy
• Transition to 100% renewable community
electricity by 2030.
• Transition to 100% renewable electricity in
municipal government operations by 2027,
including at least 50% municipal renewable
energy by 2024, with at least 10% provided
by onsite distributive energy.
• Reduction of annual electricity use by 20%
by 2032 in City buildings.
• Achieve a 20% Btu/sq. reduction in all City
facilities
• All goals relative to a 2008 baseline.
Goal #3 — Water
• Reduce water consumption by 20% per
capita and 20% of outdoor usage of
culinary water from the 2008 baseline by
2032.
• Protect the quality of surface and
groundwater to maintain sole source
aquifer designation.
Goal #4 — Waste Diversion & Recycling
• Reduce trash by 20% per capita and
increase diversion rate for the community
by 20% by 2032.
• Increase participation in City curbside
recycling by 20% and decrease waste from
residents and commercial customers by
2032.
• Decrease construction debris landfilling by
50% by 2024.
• Increase beneficial use of organic material
by 20% by 2024.
The 2017 City of Moab General Plan promotes
using the most cost-effective and environmentally
sustainable systems for the disposal, composting,
reusing and recycling of resources.
The recycling strategies are to encourage waste
reduction. The EPA prioritizes recycling practices
according to the following hierarchy: 1. Reduce waste at
the source. 2. Reuse and repurpose materials. 3. Recycle.

Goal # 5— Fuel/Transportation
Ensure all community members and tourists have
access to multimodal means of travel, to reduce
single-occupancy vehicles and support public
adoption of electric vehicles by 10% by 2032.
Reduce traditional fuel use by 20% and total
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) for the community
by 20% by 2032.
Reduce traditional fuel use by the City’s vehicle
fleet by 20% by 2032 and reach a 1.5 average
vehicle ridership (AVR) by 2032 for city
employees.
Goal #6 — Education, Outreach & Legislative
Initiatives
Increase sustainable practices throughout the
community, the state and nation. Triple bottomline analysis (i.e., environmental, economic
and social) will be available to all levels of the
community – students in grades K-12, college
level and the general public – as well as internal
customers (staff). Support sustainable policies at
the state and federal level.
Goal #7 — Purchasing & Funding
• Foster a culture of sustainability in the
organization and community and advance
goals through various funding mechanisms
(i.e., Innovation Fund, grants).
• Purchasing decisions shall evaluate
products and services that have a
reduced impact while maintaining fiscal
responsibility.
Goal #8— Biodiversity & Forest Canopy
Achieve a 10% forest canopy density; a 70% native
vegetation cover, and soil stability on select
City property; promote carbon sequestration by
restoring and preserving biological soil crusts.
Goal #9 — Health, Well-Being & Social Equity
Ensure that Moab is an inclusive community
where physical and mental health and social wellbeing are accessible to all.
Goal #10 – Food
Promote long-term agricultural stewardship and
access to healthy local food.
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Goal

•

Reduce community greenhouse gases by at least
80% by 2040, including a reduction of at least
50% by 2032, and ultimately achieving carbon
neutrality for the City of Moab.

Relevance
•

Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) includes
heat-trapping gases such as carbon dioxide and
methane. As fossil fuel usage has increased over
the last 200 years, the concentration of CO2 in the
atmosphere has increased at a quicker rate than
natural systems can absorb. Trapped CO2 gradually
increases the amount of heat in the atmosphere,
causing a slow, gradual rise in temperatures.

•

The City can provide regional leadership to
reduce CO2e in a manner that supports clean tech
jobs and reduces the City’s annual energy costs.
For example, the City is now able to validate which
areas of operation generate the most carbon
emissions. Not surprisingly, carbon emissions
and energy costs are directly related – meaning
reduced CO2e emissions result in a corresponding
decrease in energy costs.

•

Because of the uncertainty involved in setting and
meeting goals decades out, staff set an interim
target of 2% annual reductions, in addition to longterm goals.

•

Developed
municipal carbon
performance
measures for
community
dashboard.

Goal #1

Sustainability,
Adaption &
Mitigation

In August 2018,
the City launched
an energy lighting
retrofit to reduce
emissions, and
82 businesses
participated including
the City of Moab.
Participants reduced annual use by 324,854
kWh and 230 metric tons of carbon emissions.
Businesses will collectively save $25,988
annually. Businesses will collectively save
$25,988 annually.

Benchmarks
2016: Municipal carbon emissions: Unavailable
2016: Community carbon emissions: 420,863 MT CO2e

Accomplishments
•

•

•

The City benchmarked its community greenhouse
gas emissions and related costs from electrical
generation. The City is beginning to quantify
municipal and community carbon emissions from
additional sources and plans to include that data
in the first Progress Report.

Figure 1. Percentage of Emissions by Source

Short-term Plans

The City of Moab will be calculating all of its
carbon emissions inventories using ICLEI and EPA
protocols. This methodology will allow greater
efficiency in conducting the annual carbon
inventory and the implementation of more quality
assurance and control measures. Information is
being gathered to provide detailed descriptions
of methods, emission factors and data sources.

•

Annually identify and implement at least three
priority projects for each sustainability goal.

•

Approve budget fund offers to help reach the
sustainability goals over a three-year period.

•

Complete at least three building or grounds audits
(water, energy or solid waste) if funding is awarded.

Updated City’s Sustainability website page and
created an external website portal that can be
utilized as an inspirational and educational resource.
The site includes periodic progress reports,
management, successes, tips and resources.

•

Monitor the Northern Colorado Renewable Energy
Society (NCRES) site for drought conditions and
adjust water storage capacity from conservation
efforts and to maintain water pressure for wildfires.
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Long-term and Ongoing Plans
•

Identify and assess one department per year to
determine baseline levels and strategies to meet
the carbon commitment. Energy conservation
practices, adoption of new technology and
investments in renewable energy sources will be
implemented.

Goal
Transition to 100% renewable community
electricity by 2030. Transition to 100% for City of
Moab operations by 2027, including at least 50%
municipal renewable energy by 2024 compared
to the 2008 baseline, with at least 10% provided
by onsite distributive energy. Reduce electricity
demand by 20% by 2032..

Relevance
•

Electricity consumption is a significant source of
carbon emissions. Preliminary community results
indicate electricity accounts for 20% of carbon
emissions. Electricity costs are a significant driver
for conservation. In 2017, the City government
consumed 324,854 kWh of electricity at a cost of
$338,988 for its buildings. Additional costs were
the Wastewater Reclamation Facility ($30,330),

•

Evaluate the feasibility of developing high-level
estimates of the carbon impacts of future projects
and policies. If feasible, this would enable the
carbon impact to be considered as part of the
evaluation criteria for City Council.

•

Set an aspirational date for the organization to
reach carbon neutrality.

Lowering utility costs
through conservation
and efficiency reduces
Energy:
environmental impacts and
frees funding for municipal
Electricity &
services like public safety.
Renewables
The cheapest way to
achieve lower utility costs
is through conservation
(e.g., turning off lights)
and investments in
efficiency (e.g., retrofitting
lighting). The City can also
become a leader in energy efficiency by piloting new
technologies and educating the community about the
process.

Goal #2

Percentage of Municipal Electricity Costs

Yearly Cost
Annual Municipal El ectricity Costs
Parks/Recreation

Buildi ngs
Streetlights

Water

Water Reclamation

Solar

Streetlights

Parks/Recreation

Figure 3. Percentage of Municipal Electricity Costs

Solar

•

Water Reclamation
Water
Buildi ngs
$0

$50,000 $100,000 $150,000 $200,000 $250,000 $300,000 $350,000 $400,000

Figure 2. Municipal Electricity Costs

Energy consumption is a mix of electricity and
natural gas. Electrical use in the community
and municipal government has been steadily
increasing. In 2008, the City set a 20% reduction
goal but electrical consumption has increased
by 34%. As outlined in the Community Energy
Plan, the community energy use for our baseline

water pumps ($42,534), traffic and street lights
($82,758) and parks ($15,732). By reducing
energy, the City can save thousands of dollars.
Percentages are shown in Figure 3.
•

In addition to reducing energy, using cleaner
energy is key to creating a healthy community.
Given that Rocky Mountain Power’s (RMP)
energy mix is over 55% from coal, it is critical that
the City investigate cleaner energy sources. See
Figure 5 for trends in renewable energy adoption.

Figure 4. Rocky Mountain Power’s Current & Future Energy Source for Electricity
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year is 123.5 GWh, with businesses using 67%.
(See Figure 6).

a combination of net metering and subscription
adoption through the Blue Sky and Solar
Subscriber Programs. Net metering is rooftop
and ground mount systems that residents or
businesses have on their properties. Figure 9
explains the net metering process.
•

Subscriber programs include customers paying a
premium to have a percentage of their electricity
Baseline Community Electricity Use (123.5 GWh)

Figure 5. Renewable Energy Trends

•

•

Electricity use has been increasing from both
the residential and business sector. The usage
has increased slightly more from the business
sector. (See Figure 7)

Figure 7. 2016 Baseline Community Electricity Use (123.5 GWh)

Emissions from energy have been increasing as
well. The City is investigating different suppliers
for natural gas. The energy emissions from
different suppliers vary depending on which
uses a higher percentage of coal as a fuel
source. All electric and net-zero building is being
researched as well.
2016 Electricity Use

use provided by a large-scale array owned by
Rocky Mountain
Net Metering kWh Generation
Power, which
(1.52 GWh)
may be located
in a different
community.
Non-Residential
Non-residential
47%
47%

•

In August 2017,
Residential
the City hired
53%
a sustainability
director to
reduce utility
Figure 8. Net Metering
costs, in
conjunction with the public works director.
Residential
53%

•

Retrofits and lighting upgrades were conducted
at several facilities and will be expanded by staff
each year, contingent on funding. In 2018, lighting
upgrades saved $9,601 at the Aquatic Center.

Figure 6. 2016 Electricity Use

Benchmarks
2016: Municipal annual kWh usage 232,915
2016: Subscriber Solar Renewable kWh usage 190,800
2016: Community annual GWh usage: 123.5
2016: Renewable GWh usage: 1.5

Accomplishments
•

The municipal and community renewable energy
use has been increasing by both residents and
businesses. However, the percentages remain well
below the adopted goals. Renewable energy use is

Figure 9. Net Metering Process
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Retrofits will continue for a number of years,
saving the City additional funds.
•

Beginning in 2019, the City will work with the
Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT)
and RMP to convert street and traffic lights to
LED (light-emitting diode) bulbs. Lights will
be Dark Sky compliant. The LED bulbs are up
to 90% more energy efficient and last much
longer, resultingw in substantial annual savings.
Today, several traffic and pedestrian signals are
equipped with LED bulbs.

•

The City has followed the principles of
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) for the remodel of City Hall. LEED is a
voluntary green building certification program
that requires energy and water efficiency and
sustainable materials and construction practices.

•

Through a partnership with ENERGY STAR, staff
has begun to measure and track the energy
performance at select City facilities.

•

In 2019, building air barrier leakage and envelope
testing will be performed at City Hall in support
of planned comprehensive recommissioning.

Short-term Plans
•

•

•

•

The City will partner with the Solar Energy
Innovation Network to identify and address
technical issues associated with high solar market
penetration, coaching institutional and technical
challenges and focus on implementing the
strategies, actionable steps and pilot programs
identified in the Plan.
The City is working to increase the percentage of
businesses that subscribe to solar as well as the
amount of renewable energy used per business.
Again, the percentage of renewable subscriptions
is 3%, well below the goals adopted by the
Council. (See Figure 10: Blue Sky Energy)
In addition to efficiency improvements, the
City’s footprint can be reduced by switching
to renewable energy sources such as solar
electricity. While solar is more expensive
than traditional fuel sources today, purchase
power agreements and solar collective buys
will bring those costs down. In addition, solar
power provides a hedge against the rise of
future energy costs and is a sustainable way to
produce electricity. Budget offers will need to be
developed.
Review and revise codes that impede solar
adoption.

•

Engage one developer to participate in Rocky
Mountain Power’s New Homes Program by the
end of 2019.

•

Increase energy efficiency in new and remodel
construction.

•

Retrofit outdoor lighting in restrooms and
pavilions at the majority of the City’s parks.

Figure 10. Blue Sky Energy

•

Increase communication and accountability
regarding computer power settings.

•

Conduct energy efficiency and Dark Sky lighting
retrofits at City buildings and throughout the
community.

•

All new City buildings or remodels over 5,000 sq
feet will be built to LEED Gold standards.

Long-term and Ongoing Plans
•

Efficient allocation of public dollars while
leveraging incentives to develop a cost-effective
renewable energy program.

•

Increase on-site renewable portfolio with singleoccupancy photovoltaic, so-lar storage.

•

All City facilities will achieve a 20% kBtu sq.
ft./year reduction by 2024 based on the 2016
baseline. This will be accomplished using the
following conservation through education tools:
1.

Improved management of operational
practices;
2. New policies for the purchase of electrical
equipment;
3. Energy audits for existing buildings;
4. Installation of new efficient technologies in
buildings, plants and infrastructure.
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Estimated private
well water rights
currently being
used: 400 AF

Goal
Reduce per-household, per-business and Cityowned facilities’ water use by 20% by the year 2032.
Protect quality of surface and groundwater to
maintain sole source aquifer designation.

Water in Spanish Valley comes from various
sources and providers. Water is classified as
either groundwater (i.e., springs/wells) or surface
water (i.e., ditches, streams, rivers). It can be used
for irrigation or drinking (i.e., culinary water) and
depending on location may be provided by the
City, Grand Water and Sewer Service Agency
(GWSSA), Moab Irrigation Company, (MIC) or
private well/spring/surface diversion.

•

Generally, over 50% of potable water
commercially and residentially is used for
irrigation, making irrigation efficiency one
of the easiest ways to reduce potable water
consumption. The City uses water for maintaining
parks, street medians and operating City facilities.

•

Using native, drought-tolerant landscaping
represents one way to decrease the demand for
landscape irrigation and address climate change
adaptation strategies.

Benchmarks

Total amount of groundwater currently
considered appropriated:
Water rights (14,931 total) + surface flow
rights (4,283) = 19,214 AF
Groundwater Use:
Moab City: 12,283 AF
GWSSA: 830 AF
SJSSD: 0
Private wells: 400
GWCD and MIC at Shelley Tunnel: 2,500 AF
MIC Lower Diversions: 1,783
•

Estimated total amount of groundwater being
used currently: 17,796 AF. See Appendix J for
additional information.

•

Hosted a Water Conservation Forum with
regional partners and League of Women
Voters regarding water supply, irrigation
and the ongoing Division of Water Rights
adjudication process.

•

Hosted a series of water conservation
seminars for contractors, developers, property
managers and residents.

•

Passed a resolution requesting state to limit
new water rights appropriations.

•

Hosted a Water Challenge for kids and adults.

2016: 61,386,500 gallons (1,884 AF)
Indoor: 42,356,685 gallons (1,300 AF)
Outdoor: 19,029,815 gallons (580 AF)

Accomplishments
•

City staff has been working with business partners
through the Green to Gold Program to reduce
water use by industrial and commercial customers.
Partners can earn different badges and be
recognized for their efforts.

•

Staff calculated current City water use by sector
(i.e., residents, apartments, motels, condos, trailers,
institutional, commercial) to determine outreach
strategies. (See Table 3)

•

Staff and the Moab City Water Conservation &
Drought Advisory Board calculated estimated water
rights and uses by provider, listed in acre-feet (AF).

Water

Surface Water Rights:
Grand County
Water Conservancy
District (GWCD)
& MIC at Sheley
Tunnel: 2,500 AF
MIC Lower
Diversions: 1,783 AF

Relevance
•

Goal #3

Groundwater Rights:
Moab City: 9,664 AF
GWSSA: 3,940 AF
San Juan Spanish Valley Special Service
District (SJSVSSD): 500 AF
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•

Prepared a Quick Water Reference Guide
for public use.

•

Provided comments to Forest Service on
Manti-La Sal Forest Management Plan.

•

Submitted grant to the state to revitalize
Old City Park pond.

•

Distributed over 50 aerators to
homeowners and GtG Business Partners.

•

In 2000, Utah Gov. Leavitt set a statewide
goal for Utahns to reduce their per capita
use for municipal and industrial (M&I)
purposes by 25% by 2050. With a good
public response to public education and
water reduction becoming more urgent,
Gov. Herbert reset the goal to 25% by
2025 which is 1% annually (24 AF). In
2016, the City billed for 1,884 AF, which is
a 22% reduction.

Short-term Plans:
•

Prioritize and implement strategies outlined
in the 2016 Water Conservation Plan including
build-out, conservation campaigns, carrying
capacity and data verification.

•

Provide training because commercial
customers represent about 40% of annual
water demand. The Green to Gold Water badge
aims to achieve high water efficiency that
provides additional measures of reliability to
the water supply system to ensure high-quality
service to customers in case of drought, climate
change and unforeseen shortages.

•

Examine current zoning, leases and property
management to ensure protection of the
fractured Glen Canyon conveyance from
Mill Creek to Skakel Spring and other highrisk areas (McConkie: Old City Park and
Sommerville Springs #2, #3 at Moab Golf
Course) – overlay zones and integrated pest
management (IPM).

•

The City will also address lowering indoor water
use.

•

Encourage residents to apply for free WaterEfficiency Kits from Rocky Mountain Power.

•

Review Water Treatment Plant bid specs, Sewer
and Storm Water Management and Downtown
Plans in regard to water efficiencies.

•

Advance and support engagement in the
plans and areas of storm water management,

Table 3. Water Users by Source

water harvesting, water rights, greywater and
integrated green infrastructure.
•

Assist businesses through the GtG Program to
adopt water conservation practices.

•

Disseminate information to the general public
from the Hydrogeologic and Environmental
System Analysis Report of Moab City’s springs
and wells.

Long-term & Ongoing Plans:
•

Encourage staff to pass Well Building
exam and incorporate the water principles
into planning recommendations for permit
applicants.

•

Provide guidance around management of
Moab’s water rights and ensure we have
sufficient rights and production capacity
for current and future residents of Moab.

•

Advise City Council and staff on water
management priorities and strategies to
inform municipal planning for storm water
and other infrastructure developments.

•

Participate in the Groundwater
Management Plan process being
conducted by the Division of Water
Rights, including consideration of closing
the aquifer and consideration of recharge
rate.

•

Research use of micro-hydropower
turbines as a mechanism to defray
electrical costs.
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Goal
Reduce trash by 20% per capita and increase
diversion rate for community by 20% by 2032.
Increase participation in City curbside recycling
by 20% and decrease waste from residents and
commercial customers by 20% by 2032; decrease
construction debris and waste by 50% by 2024 and
increase composting by 20% by 2024.

•

Goal #4
Waste

Met with various
stakeholders, industry
groups and industry
experts to develop new
contract and fair rates.

•

Passed ban to discourage use of single-use bags.

Making staff and public knowledgeable about
their habits relating to solid waste and how to
reduce waste is a powerful tool for achieving waste
reduction and diversion goals, reducing carbon
emissions, and extending landfill life.

•

Piloted composting with green cones at Old City
Park.

•

Implemented variable rate pricing for trash and
recycling collection.

The City generates three streams of waste: the
material that is deposited by the public in waste
containers at parks, natural areas, and recreational
facilities (including illegally dumped items);
industrial byproducts from activities such as street
sweeping, storm water detention pond cleanouts, and repair/maintenance of water and sewer
pipes; and discarded “office” types of material
from administrative buildings, shops, warehouses,
and utility plants. Systems for collection and
management vary, as does the potential for
capturing materials from each of these waste
streams to be reused, recycled, or composted.

•

Posted information to website about recycling and
trash rates and schedule.

Benchmarks
2016: Landfill — 20,276 tons
2016: Recycled — 1,441 tons
2016: Yard/Organics — 1,651 tons

Accomplishments:
•

An RFP was issued,
a contractor selected
and contract signed
for waste hauling and
recycling.

•

Relevance
•

•

A cross-departmental group was convened to develop
top priority strategies and actions to reduce the waste
stream and issue a new Trash & Recycling Franchise
Agreement.& recycling franchise agreement.

Short-term Plans
•

Continue to educate businesses and residents
about new rates, collection schedule and expanded
commodity list.

•

Amend ordinances
to address
residential recycling
and construction
debris.

•

Investigate bike
courier for food
waste collection.

•

Post educational
materials and/ or
signs on or around
the recycling
receptacles to serve
as a point of reference.

•

Plan and design projects to reduce the volume of
municipal waste self-hauled to landfill.

•

Increase composting and use of green cones
throughout the community.

•

Increase communication to public and staff about what
can be recycled.

•

Publicize mulch resource at City public works shop to
the public.

•

Adopt municipal procurement recycled content
minimums for fiber products.
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Long-term and Ongoing Plans

information throughout the organization.

•

Start work now to create a compost facility in
partnership with Spanish Valley Water and Sewer
Service District and Grand County.

•

Continue to “right-size” trash service, including reducing
number of trash container pick-ups and use of smaller
trash bins, whenever possible.

•

Calculate and communicate waste reduction benefits to
the organization and community, such as cost savings
and greenhouse gas emission reductions.

•

Incorporate wise resource use (plan for durability, reuse,
recyclability) in long-term planning and purchasing
decisions.

•

Persistently work to divert problematic materials
(organic debris, excavated soils, drywall, carpet, etc.)
from landfill disposal.

•

Establish a standard that provides incentives for
adopting voluntary green building elements in new
construction and renovation projects.

•

Support and strengthen internal recycling programs
that optimize employees’ knowledge and participation.

•

•

Actively create more recycling options and publicize the

Attract credible manufacturers that make products
from recycled materials. Increase the types of materials
that can be accepted in the curbside recycling program.

Goal

•

Goal #5

Ensure all community members and visitors have
access to multimodal means of commuter travel, to
reduce single–occupancy vehicles and support
public adoption of electric vehicles by 10% by 2032.
Reduce traditional fuel use by 20% and total vehicle
miles traveled for community by 20% by 2032.
Reduce traditional fuel use by the City’s vehicle fleet
by 20% by 2032 and reach a 1.5 average vehicle
ridership by 2032 for city employees.

Relevance
•

•

Fostering alternative transportation options has
multiple benefits such as lowering emissions,
cutting fuel expenditures, extending vehicle life,
reducing reliance on foreign oil and creating U.S.
jobs by alternative fleet manufacturing.
Reductions in traditional fuel use reflect multiple
strategies such as use of more alternative fuels,
increased fuel efficiency of fleet vehicles and
reduction of miles traveled.

Purchased new
software to establish
fuel usage by fleet
operations that
Active
will provide the
Transportation
current scope of fuel
consumption. This
software program will
allow staff to maintain and
update vehicle data for
the City’s fleet, including
vehicle information (make,
model, year and acquisition date).

•

Installed bike racks and a bike repair station at
Swanny Park.

•

Installed 10 electric vehicle charging stations at no
cost to taxpayers.

Short-term Plans
•

Develop and incorporate the following information:
sustainable driving tips, anti-idling, seasonal driving
tips and vehicle use policies and procedures across
the organization.

Benchmarks

•

2016: Ground Transportation - 229,058,000 miles
2016: Airline – 293,266 miles
2016: Total Fuel Use Municipal Government – Not calculated

Add bike trails, corrals, shade structures and U-lock
bike racks throughout the community.

•

Map and promote bike trail connectivity. Distinguish
non-motorized trails.

Accomplishments

•

Support shuttle services and alternative
transportation such as KZMU Ride Share, restaurant
shuttles, pedicab services, electric rental car services
and CNG fleet transition.

•

Replace parking areas in downtown with at least
three bike corrals.

•

City and County employees have participated in
Bike-to-Work Day(s).

•

An “Anti-idling” Policy has been adopted and
communicated through a poster campaign.
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•

The 2017 Moab City General Plan models a path
to achieving greenhouse gas targets that includes
accelerated adoption of fuel-efficient, electric vehicles
and active transportation.

•

Explore bike share and scooter share
programs.

•

Increase Moab’s Walkability Score.

The transportation sector accounts for approximately
23% of the community’s greenhouse gas emissions.
The primary way to reduce these emissions is
through reduction in vehicle miles traveled and
accelerated adoption of fuel-efficient and electric
vehicles. The Green to Gold Transportation badge
includes activities, tools and resources that support
these goals.
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Figure 11. Moab Biking Routes Map, 2018

•

Based Social Marketing
(CBSM) to calibrate
messaging (see Appendix
G for more information on
CBSM).

Goal #6

Education

•

As employees are
educated about the merits
of a sustainable Moab,
additional initiatives can be

•

identified for employees to make an impact within their
respective divisions. An effective feedback loop will
continue to generate incremental improvements over
time and involve new staff in the process.

Benchmarks
2016: No trainings or challenges

Accomplishments
•

Led a Beacon Afterschool Program holiday giving
project. Students traded incandescent bulbs from
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their homes for LED lights. They decorated the old
bulbs as Christmas ornaments, then wrapped them in
beautiful little bags with an automatic LED night light,
or non-toxic natural air freshener for the participants.
•

•

Conducted ten engagement challenges in 2018.
Cumulative savings were $98,831, 43 MT CO2e
reductions, 47 gallons of fuel, 188,705 gallons of water
and 851,768 kWh electricity.

•

Encourage staff participation in community
initiatives such as Bike to Work Days, wattSmart
and increased recycling to identify individual
benefits relative to the desired default behavior.

•

Identify opportunities for collaboration within and
outside the City through volunteer projects and
additional training.

•

Coordinate with Utah Clean Cities and the
Department of Energy to promote electric
vehicle (EV) adoption and clean air Challenges.

•

Recognize the important role that families play in
creating an environment in which learning is both
valued and encouraged.

•

Host seminars for CPACE (Commercial Property
Assessed Clean Energy), energy efficiency, WELL
Building standards, green infrastructure, Living
Building Challenge, blue roofs and Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED).

Long-term and Ongoing Plans

The City hosted numerous energy efficiency and
water conservation training classes seminars and
assessments to explain how to reduce energy
and water consumption for GtG businesses and
identify incentives available for improvements to air
conditioners, insulation and HVAC systems.

•

Involve a demographically balanced group of citizens
in decision-making processes that directly impact their
community.

•

Increase visibility and engage key leaders to help justify
financial support for sustainability programs and staffing.

•

Enrolled 22 partners (i.e., nonprofits, faith-based,
educational institutions, HOAs, businesses) in the
City’s GtG Sustainable Business Program.

•

Encourage managers to add a sustainability goal tied to
the performance management system.

•

City maintains a Sustainability website. The site
includes, but is not limited to, sustainable purchasing
guidelines, recycling guidelines, challenges, current
articles, PowerPoint presentations and rebate
information.

•

Through involvement in the Solar Innovation Network,
Moab Area Watershed Planning, Grand Conservation
Board, Moab Sustainable Tourism Taskforce and
Castleland RC&D Board, staff has partnered
with other communities to address natural and
environmental resource issues.

Short-term Plans
•

Provide public outreach through the GtG
Program, targeted presentations and workshops
to audiences such as Utah State University,
homeowner associations (HOA) and religious
organizations to promote lasting behavior
change within targeted communities.

•

Implement bi-monthly challenges.
Green to Gold Partner — EV Charger
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Goal

Accomplishments

Decisions shall evaluate products and services
that have a reduced impact on human health
and the environment, where practical, while
maintaining fiscal responsibility.

•

Staff secured funding
through private donors
and Rocky Mountain
Power to purchase and
distribute LED bulbs
that conserve energy,
saving money and
reducing air pollution.

Relevance

Goal #7

Funding &
Purchasing

•

Establishing a secure source of funding is
imperative to advancing sustainability. The
municipality needs to develop a mechanism
(i.e., project or scholarship) to seed efficiencies,
encourage innovation and leverage savings into
more efficiencies.

•

Dark Sky-compliant
amber lights are also being distributed to reduce
the health effects recently discovered by leading
medical professionals throughout the country. Light
is one of the main drivers of the circadian system,
affecting hormone levels and the sleep-wake cycle.

•

Innovative projects support and enhance the City’s
application of sustainable thinking and decisionmaking.

•

•

Like an effective green building program, the
City’s purchasing strategy can drive change in the
broader marketplace through its purchasing power.
The City purchases large quantities of cleaning
supplies, paper products and computers. Ensuring
that these important products meet sustainable
criteria sends signals to the marketplace that
sustainable product demand exists. As the City
reduces the number of products purchased and
promotes greater recycling participation, costs will
be reduced and other organizations can adopt best
practices based on the City’s experiences.

Staff has distributed sink and shower aerators,
moisture gauges, dryer balls and tank bags to GtG
partners and residents at the numerous water
conservation and finance seminars.

•

Staff has identified recycling containers to increase
diversion.

•

Identify and implement innovative improvements
to City’s physical plant and operational procedures
that are not otherwise funded. Create a specific line
item in the budget for sustainability.

•

Implement sustainable purchasing practices
throughout the City organization and establish
a 2% increase in office and industrial sustainable
purchases annually starting in 2019.

•

•

Sustainable procurement is needed to avoid
pitfalls such as choosing energy-intensive vending
machines or hazardous cleaning supplies when
better choices are readily available.
Researching Environmentally Preferable Purchasing
(EPP) will allow multiple agencies to buy products
at a lower cost. Current and potential funding
sources include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

City General Fund
Solid Waste Franchise Agreement
Stormwater Utility revenues
Water Utility revenues
C-PACE Loans
Rocky Mountain Power grants
Federal and state grants
Revolving loan funds
Newly identified funding sources
Visitor’s Sustainability Travel Off-Set Fund

Short-term Plans
•

Develop an Innovation Fund for high return on
investment projects through Energy at Risk &
Innovation Calculator.

•

In conjunction with other agencies and
businesses increase environmentally preferable
purchases.

•

Increase consciousness of sustainability practices
by including sustainability in vendor contracts.

•

Identify, rank and fund sustainability projects.

•

Create visibility for the sustainability program
in the City by documenting existing practices
and their cost-saving implications. Engage the
community in

•

sustainability and identify strategic partnerships
to provide necessary visible support for
sustainability.

•

Evaluate ways to increase financial incentives

Benchmarks
2016: Limited funding
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for departments to implement sustainability
initiatives and receive financial savings.
•

Research and develop grant proposals for
innovative sustainability initiatives.

•

Explore Revolving Loan Fund for Sustainability.

Long-term and Ongoing Plans
•

Support best management practices, including
asset management and environmental
management systems.

•

Focus on equipment upgrades to save energy
in major building repairs, roofing and capital
improvement projects.

•

Explore aggregate purchasing.

Goal
Achieve a 10% forest canopy density, a 70% native
vegetation cover and soil stability on select City
property, and promote carbon sequestration by
restoring and preserving biological soil crusts.

Relevance
•

•

Forest canopies aid in carbon dioxide absorption,
shade and reduced air conditioning needs,
increased property values, storm water absorption,
traffic calming along streets and pedestrian
buffers from vehicles, and habitat for wildlife.
Support maintaining a natural species cover to
promote and restore biodiversity and conserve
water.

Benchmarks						
2016: Percentage of tree canopy on City property
2016: Percentage of native species on City Property

Accomplishments
•

Dark Sky Initiatives: Contacted hardware stores
about bulbs carried and outdoor lighting fixtures;
created a Night Sky Friendly handout for business
owners; contacted the producer of Skyglow movie
regarding a screening.

“The need for wilderness and the refuge it offers
to Americans will only increase with the passage
of time.” 		
-Theodore Roosevelt

•

Establish funding to help low-income
residents invest in rooftop solar/energy
efficiency.

•

Draft Climate Economy Strategic Plan.

•

Develop a fund that:
1.

Becomes self-sustaining in a relatively
short time period.
2. Motivates facility managers to implement
energy efficiency projects.
3. Saves facilities operating dollars,
translating to saved tax dollars.
4. Decreases energy resources used by the
City.

Short-term Plans

Goal #8

•

Identify and plant
drought-tolerant native
trees on select City
property and update
City tree list with native
and drought lens.

•

Launch community
campaign to remove
invasive species including Ravenna grass, Arundo,
tamarisk, Russian olive and tree of heaven.

•

Retrofit outdoor lighting to comply with Dark Sky
requirements: Install amber-colored (3,000 Kelvin
correlated color temperature and below) exterior
lighting.

•

Increase the number of fruit trees on select City
property and new developments.

•

Use natural and organic practices to control weeds,
pests and add nutrients to soil on City-owned
property to the greatest extent possible.

Biodiversity

Long-term and Ongoing Plans
•

Create linear parks along streets and in empty
lots to create pockets of new native vegetation to
enhance floodplains and reduce heat island effect.

•

Pilot use of select grasses and biochar for carbon
sequestration.

•

Park Planning and Park Maintenance will work
together on park designs to maximize “no mow
areas” while providing a park that meets the needs
of the community.
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•

Host Dark Sky Conservation event at Moab
Information Center.

•

Host shield-making activity at the MARC.

Goal

•

Short-term Plans
Increase
affordable
housing
opportunities.

•

Incorporate
a program
fostering a culture
of health, safety
and equity.

•

Increase the number of City employees that
participate in the Wellness Program from 72%
to 100% by 2027.

•

Lower accident frequency and severity.

•

Decrease the number of children on free and
reduced lunch.

•

Increase the number of community gardens.

•

Decrease the income gap.

•

Amend burn days to reduce open burning
during inversions.

•

Promote the use of less toxic chemicals
throughout the community (Tier 3 pesticides,
LCC: Red list, Cradle to Cradle).

•

Using precautionary principle, pass ordinance
banning glyphosate (i.e., endocrine disruptor)
and neonicotinoids (which kill bees) near any
sole source drinking water aquifers.

•

Continue campaign to reduce idling of motor
vehicles through citations and education.

•

Promote businesses that pay a livable wage
to employees (i.e. more than $14/hr.).

•

Increase local food and school/hospital
connections (classes, internships).

Relevance
The municipal government can set an
example regarding wellness and safety
and influence policies while providing
exceptional services to motivate residents
toward healthy lifestyle choices and,
ultimately, healthier and more productive
lives.

Benchmarks
2016: Percentage of children on free/reduced
lunch: 48%
2016: Municipal Recordable Accident Frequency
(RAF) and Days Away, Restricted, or
Transferred (DART) rates: Unavailable
2016: Percentage of resident spending more than
30% of income on housing: Unavailable

Accomplishments
•
•

•

City purchased land for an affordable housing
development on Walnut Lane.
City passed an assured housing resolution to require
new lodging businesses to offset their generated
demand for below-market-rate housing by assessing
a fee on lodging permits to fund affordable housing
units.
Council issued a moratorium on construction of
overnight accommodations for six months.

Goal #9

•

Ensure that Moab is an inclusive community,
where physical and mental health and social
well-being are accessible to all.

•

Host street-side astronomy events through
Neighborhood Campaign.

Health,
Well-being &
Equality

Long-term and Ongoing Plans
•

Promote the use of less-polluting heat
sources through public information
efforts.
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•

Cooperate with the State of Utah in air
quality monitoring efforts and explore the
possibility of setting up an EPA AIR Now
air quality monitoring station.

•

Support actions that facilitate Arches and
Canyonlands national parks retaining Class
I air status.
Moonflower Canyon Petroglyph Panel.

locally-based food
supply system where
communities are able
to provision their own
essential food needs
by relying on biointensive production
methods that restore
soil, rekindle connection
with the land and rebuild
community.

Goal
Promote long-term agricultural stewardship and
access to healthy local food.

Relevance
•

Most of the food we eat comes from sources
hundreds or thousands of miles away. In most
communities, less than 3% of food consumed is
locally grown and locally produced. Sustainable,
local and organic food production and distribution
strategies have enjoyed broadened community
support in recent years. Nationally, the U.S. organic
industry is one of the fastest-growing industries in
the nation. Studies have shown that small farms
reinvest more money into local food economies
by purchasing feed, seed and other materials from
local businesses.
•
•

•

Goal #10

Local Food

Certain foods such as meats are more carbonintensive to produce than dairy and grains and
therefore contribute the largest proportion of foodrelated emissions.

Benchmarks
2016: Percentage of pounds of food produced and processed:
Unavailable

Accomplishments
•

Supported Local Farmers brochure.

•

Hosted Local Food Challenge to promote
restaurants using local produce, meat and dairy
products.

•

Encouraged residents and business owners
to plant gardens with at least three flowering
plants in bloom during spring, summer and fall,
including perennial and/or annual plants.

Short-term Plans
Local Food Challenge.

•

Focused development of our local food network
is a potential economic catalyst with many social
and environmental benefits. The essence of this
nascent movement is shifting from a globalized,
industrialized food system in which we all are
dependent on distant and unreliable suppliers for
our basic food needs, to a resilient and self- reliant

•

Support local farmers and ranchers and value-added
products produced in the community.

•

Sponsor the local farmers market re-establishment.

•

10% of food purchased by staff for City functions will
be grown within 150 miles or prepared by a local
business, beginning in 2019.
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•

Recognize residents and businesses that plant
pollinator gardens through the Bee Inspired
Garden signs after application review and site
audit.

•

Encourage community members to install a
native bee box, bat box, or similar home for
pollinators.

•

Increase the number of CSA sign-ups, workshare
options, mobile farm stands, community gardens,
Local Food brochures delivered and food
workshops.

•

Increase the amount of food produced and
processed locally.

•

Support food accessibility operations (delivery,
refrigeration, commercial kitchens).

•

Promote the connection between local farmers
and ranchers with restaurants, hotels and tour
companies.

•

Map and harvest produce from existing fruit trees.

•

Encourage use of conservation easements for
preserving agricultural land.

•

Monitor soil health and restore nutrients.

Long-term and Ongoing Plans
•

Support farmers and ranchers with organic and
other certifications.

•

Source independently and locally owned
catering.

•

Increase the connection between local food
being donated to various meal programs.

•

Allow Moab Community Gardens to use select
City properties for community gardening spaces.

Vegetables harvested from the Moab Community Gardens.

Innovation Corner
Sustainability requires systems thinking and innovation. In 2018, the city launched a Green to Gold
Business Program. Green to Gold is a free, voluntary program that offers solutions to help Moab
businesses and nonprofits reduce environmental impact, save money and gain recognition for their
achievements in energy and water conservation, waste reduction and alternative transportation.
Below are a few examples of Green to Gold Business Partners and City departments that are leading by
example.
Case Study: Neighborhood-level Leadership
The Portal Vista Homeowners Association collaborated with the City in its efforts to publish its first
Community Energy Plan. Maggie Corson led the effort, focusing on reducing both energy and water
use among HOA members. Maggie distributed the adult and kid versions of a Water Challenge and
distributed rebate information for reducing energy use and saving money.
Case Study: Red Rock Bakery
Howard Trenholme, CEO of Red Rock Bakery, was an early participant in the GtG Program. Howard
installed solar panels last spring. Trenholme is committed to helping other businesses, as well as
educating his staff and customers about the benefits of solar energy.
Case Study: Moab Arts and Recreation Center
The Moab Arts and Recreation Center demonstrated its stewardship in conjunction with local ecological
design firm Terrasophia by installing a rain capture system that is used to water the new droughttolerant native species planted during a recent remodel.
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Innovation Corner, cont.

Case Study: Adventure Inn
Adventure Inn is 100% solar-powered with a 72.8 kW system (226 Hanwha Q-cell solar modules) that
produces 104,120 kWh of power annually. The clean energy powers the hotel’s rooms and the electric
vehicle charging stations installed by the city. The system will reduce 135,981 pounds of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions each year – the equivalent of planting 1,735 trees. In addition to the environmental
benefits, the system has the potential to save the hotel more than $270,000.
Case Study: Wastewater Reclamation Facility
The new wastewater reclamation facility (WRF) has a total hydraulic capacity of 1.75 million gallons per
day and can process significantly more effluent using far less water than the sewer plant that it replaced.
The facility, built in 2018, has reduced its
water use from 2 million gallons a month
to 25,000 gallons a month, resulting
in financial savings, and conserving a
valuable resource.
The plant has installed Variable
Frequency Drives to lower equipment use
so that during slow periods the blowers
run at a lower speed, saving money on
use and demand charges (an additional
charge if you use energy from 3 to 8
p.m.). The pump sizes were carefully
selected to reduce energy use. Oversized
pumps can increase pumping costs by 1525% (Easton Consultants, 1995).
The site participated in the communitywide lighting assessment campaign last
August.
Wastewater Reclamation Plant built in 2018.
Solar panels have been installed on the
administration building to add energy
efficiency to the offices. The City will also
install a larger array of solar panels to help offset a portion of the WRF’s energy use.

Case Study: KZMU Public Radio
KZMU hosted an amazing up-cycle workshop with experts from Santa Fe, New Mexico. Plastic
bottles were compacted into construction bricks and made into a bench. KZMU is also
experimenting with biocrust revegetation.
Case Study: Red Moon Lodge
Red Moon Lodge took recycling to the next level by investing in metal gallon-sized water containers
to lend to their guests for day trips, eliminating the need for single-use plastic water bottles.
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Conclusion
This Sustainability Plan is an important step to ensure the City of Moab’s sustainable and vibrant future. Select
sections focus on actions that the municipal government and its employees can take in order to make the City a
leader in sustainable practices.
The Plan is essential to highlight early successes and identify areas that need additional focus to ensure we
accomplish the short-term and long-term goals. The Plan identifies the recommended revised and new goals and
associated benchmarks for the areas for which we have data. There are areas that need additional data input and
analysis. One such area is our resiliency planning. The City must be prepared for disturbances such as drought,
wildfires, extreme rain events, electricity outages, as well as urban heat island effect. In addition to building upon
our successes, integration of climate strategies into master plans needs to be addressed, especially in planning and
budgetary decisions. A preliminary review of existing plans, programs, studies and ordinances has been conducted.
(See Appendix L)
Climate change is already affecting Moab and the
surrounding region, and its impacts are projected to
become much more severe in the coming decades. To
minimize harmful impacts and play our part in curbing
global carbon pollution, Moab needs to take bold steps
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and build resiliency.
This plan lays out a foundation to reduce emissions
and improve our resilience to future impacts of climate
change on Moab’s environment, infrastructure and
people. The immediate initiatives for 2019 are outlined in
Table 5.
The impacts of climate change will have tangible effects
on public health and quality of life for residents and
visitors. Climate models project that Moab will experience:
• A decrease in winter snowpack;
• Summer water scarcity as temperatures increase;
• More days of extreme heat each year;
• An increase in temperature on the hottest days of
the year;
• Additional rainfall during heavy storms; and
• More frequent and severe droughts, heat waves
and wildfires.
In addition to the direct dangers of wildfires, flooding,
and extreme weather events made worse by climate
change, secondary effects of more extreme temperatures,
snowpack declines and wildfire smoke are significant.
• Sensitive and exposed populations like the very
young, elderly, those with respiratory illness and
outdoor workers will be at risk from wildfire
smoke and heat-related illnesses.
• Plants and wildlife will need to adapt to shifting or
diminishing habitats.
• Seasonal and climate-dependent industries such
as agriculture, outdoor recreation and tourism will
be threatened under changing conditions.
The urban heat island effect can have serious impacts
on public health and quality of life, including causing
heat-related fatalities among elderly or otherwise

Table 4: 2019 Strategic Initiatives
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vulnerable people. The City can reduce this effect by increasing the tree canopy cover in targeted areas that do not
currently have adequate shade or air conditioning, as well as promoting and educating citizens about the benefits
of shading with trees and building features.
• Offer Incentives for cooling strategies such as cool roofs/pavement and expanded tree canopies.

Early Successes
•

82 Local businesses performed lighting retrofits, exceeding the initial targets.

•

The City is in the process of implementing a more robust and convenient recycling program.

•

The City’s bike-share program kicked off in the fall of 2018 and has stations at 90% of City facilities.

•

The City installed bike racks and a bike repair station at Swanny Park.

Barriers
•

There is no accountability across the organization regarding sustainability (i.e., purchases, hiring and
performance). As such, the Sustainability
Director
can only encourage managers to adopt new practices.
Early
Successes
Several departments have expressed an interest in conserving resources, but do not have adequate funding or
staff time to implement changes.

•

Better load management is critical if the community is to reach its energy goals.

•

Enhance sustainability competencies through training.

•

Focus on equipment upgrades and rebates to save energy in major building repairs, roofing and capital
improvement projects.

Recommendations & Opportunities
•

Offer bi-annual education and training for staff and the public.

•

The wattSmart Technical Team and NREL Advisory Team are examining the costs associated with the new
potential energy goals and their contribution to our carbon reduction goal.

•

Increase sustainability staff and resources to enter and verify data.

•

Minimize obstacles to affordable housing – reducing parking lot requirements, reducing connection and impact
fees, piloting compostable toilet systems, requiring solar, greywater and EV ready wiring and infrastructure for
buildings over 5,000 square feet.

•

Establish the revolving energy fund; this allows funds to be used for City energy efficiency upgrades. The
savings from those upgrades are used to pay off the initial investment and reallocate savings to additional
energy efficiency improvements in other City-owned buildings.

•

Develop an Environmentally Preferential Purchasing (EPP) policy – each department must conserve and utilize
existing materials and consistently choose more sustainable new products. This information can be shared with
GtG partners and businesses throughout the community.

•

Track all street trees planted and removed.

•

Expand the current production of renewable energy.

Key Indicators & Strategies (2016-2019)
Moab is in the process of entering and verifying data for key indicators. Changes in key indicators between baseline and
subsequent years:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total CO2e emissions – XX% increase
Scope 1 (direct carbon emissions) – fleets: XX increase and natural gas: XXX % increase
Scope 2 (energy indirect emissions) – XX% increase
Scope 3 emissions (gases from waste and recyclables to the landfill and air travel) – XX% increase
Per sq. ft. CO2e emissions –XX% increase
Per employee – XX% increase
Per vehicle emissions – XX% increase
Percent of electricity generated by clean, renewable energy on-site -- % increase
Change in tons of waste sent to the landfill – % increase
Waste diversion – increased from XX% to XX% (including office and industrial materials).

Game-Changing Projects
The City of Moab is committed to operating in a manner that lowers its ecological impacts while strengthening its
economic and societal leadership – the triple bottom line (TBL). The following projects and challenges had the most
significant environmental and/or economic returns. These types of projects result in long-term, fiscally sustainable
progress and should be replicated and scaled-up throughout the community. These include load shedding and
management; outdoor lighting retrofits (i.e., high-pressure sodium and LEDs); indoor lights (i.e., LEDs and T-5s); and
various challenges (i.e., energy and water). The outreach campaigns and the numerous employee and community
challenges require relatively low investments. (See Table 5)

Leading By Example
•

•
•
•
•

The City organization intends to set an example of sustainability
stewardship in managing our operations and being good
stewards of taxpayers’ funds. A few such examples are
Figure 12. wattSmart Savings Equivalents
highlighted below:
Kudos to Terry Lewis, Patrick Baril, Liz Holland and Patrick Trim
for efficiency gains.
Moab Arts and Recreation Center installed water retention pollinator landscaping.
The Parks and Recreation Department conducted a lighting audit of the Sun Court and the Moonstone Gallery
in order to reduce energy costs. Lifetime materials and maintenance savings are estimated to be $59,840. The
City used Rocky Mountain Power wattSmart Incentives to defray costs.
The Moab Recreation and Aquatic Center underwent a lighting assessment that yielded estimated savings of
$96,000. Continue to “Lead By Example” through participation in Blue Sky Programming (Figure 12).

Next Steps
These types of projects have assisted us in surpassing the City of Moab’s renewable electricity 2020 goals.
•
•

•

•

Communicate to staff, residents and visitors the
actionable items to reduce our impact outlined in
Appendix A: Actionable Items, and Appendix F.
Review and implement at least one project
identified in Appendix B: Grid, and Appendix E:
Co-Benefit Analysis annually to systematically
address conservation and budget for projects
identified in Appendix C: Timeline Gantt Chart,
and the Bikers Sustainability Plan.
Build upon the projects and processes identified
in the Community Energy Plan through the
GtG Program and a residential Neighborhood
Campaign, including additional Blue Sky
applications.
Continue to verify data used for the preliminary
Community Baseline Inventory Appendix D and
prepare Municipal Baseline Inventory.
Table 5: Challenge Savings
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Bikers, Rafters & Climbers: Guide to Sustainability Options

Options rated A - E (Excellent to Failing) comparing sustainability options
to popular mountain biking, rafting and climbing routes. City Council should
select and fund at least six projects and/or ordinance amendments annually.

Option A: Captain Ahab, Cataract Canyon, Free Soloing El Capitan (Yosemite, CA)
– Steep, Fast Option
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Bikers, Rafters & Climbers: Guide to Sustainability Options

Option B: The Whole Enchilada, Westwater in the Terrible Teens, The Diamond
(Longs Peak, CO) – Good Ascent
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Bikers, Rafters & Climbers: Guide to Sustainability Options

Option C: Bar M Loop, The Upper San Juan, Kor-Ingalls, Castleton (Moab) - Steady
Progress
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Bikers, Rafters & Climbers: Guide to Sustainability Options

Option D: Rusty Spur, The Moab Daily, Flatirons (Boulder, CO) – Moderate Progress
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Bikers, Rafters & Climbers: Guide to Sustainability Options

Option E: Bike Path, Ruby-Horse Thief, Wall Street – Low/No Progress
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Appendix A: Actionable Items - Take It Personally

Personal Action @ Work
Participate in a Sustainability Challenge or Training
Seminar. See sustainablemoab.com page for
details.
Be work station smart: Plug all work station lines in
to a power strip, & switch it off when you’re not
using it. Enable power management features on
your computer.
Be transportation smart: Participate in Bike-toWork Challenge, carpool, eco-drive, KZMU Ride
Board, Restaurant or Bike shuttles or telework.
Look at your outdoor trash container the day
before pick-up. If it isn’t full ask for a smaller
container. It saves $$$.
Be your office’s compost champion! Utilize green
cones & encourage others to compost.
Attend a sustainability course or seminar.

X

Request a department water audit.

X

Speak up — if you see an area of opportunity
within the municipality, please bring it to
Sustainability Director’s attention.
Use sustainable purchasing guidelines— Office
Depot and Grainger provide guidance. Guidelines
available on the Sustainability website.
Collaborate to reduce the number of orders that
go out (which reduces transport & shipping
material volume & costs).
Stay current on your area & seasonal hazards (i.e.,
review ice & snow safety procedures in the Fall or
heat safety in summer).
Practice eco-driving techniques that keep you safer
& more efficient on the road.
Be the eyes of the City. Report misuse or
vandalism.
Volunteer.
Enjoy some nature therapy, unwind in one of the
trails or parks. Practice “leave no trace” (leave only
footprints, take only pictures) ethics so others can
enjoy it also.
Purchase renewable energy.
Be a sticker stickler, eat organic. Download or
request a copy of Dirty Dozen and Sticker guide.
Support restaurants & businesses that use local
foods & local food distributors.

Appendix A: Take It Personally

Goal #1
Sustainability
Adaptation &
Mitigation

Goal #2 Goal
Energy
#3
Efficiency & Water
Renewables

X

X

X

X

X

Goal #4
Goal #5
Goal #6
Goal #7
Waste
Active Education Funding &
Diversion Transport
Purchasing

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Goal #8
Goal # 9 Goal #10
Biodiversity, Health, Well Local Food
Tree Canopy
Being &
& Soil
Equity
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Appendix B: Implementation Grid

Goal # 1: (Sustainability, Adaptation and Mitigation) Moab will ensure the reduction of community carbon emissions by at least 80% by 2040, including a reduction of at least 50% by 2032.
This reduction will be relative to a 2016 community emissions baseline, including emissions from energy use and transportation.
PRINCIPLE
COMMUNITY-WIDE STRATEGIES
STATUS
METRIC/TIMELINE/RESOURCES PRIORITY
COMMENTS
PARTIES/TEAMS
1: Planned, 2: Immediate: 2019-2022, Short-Term Low, Medium,
In Progress,
2023-2025, Long-Term 2026-2028 High
3: Complete
1.1
Update and expand the “2020 Vision: A
Rosemarie Russo,
2
Immediate
H
Research shows that carbon
Sustainable Moab Plan” to reflect the City’s
reduction is more widely accepted
Sustainability Director;
accomplishments and set new goals in alignment David Everitt, City
than Greenhouse Gas for outreach
with the 2016 Water Conservation Plan and the Manager; Joel Linares,
and data tracking. Conflicting
2017 resolutions.
references between Resolution 13Assistant City
2017 in reference to baseline year,
Manager; Tawny
and if the reductions are for energy
Knuteson-Boyd, Rani
vs electricity and electricity vs
Derasary, Mike
transportation.
Duncan, Karen
Guzman- Newton,
Kalen Jones, City
Council; Emily
Niehaus Mayor
1.2
Select database, inventory protocol, enter and
Rosemarie Russo,
2
Complete inventories by December H
verify data for a community scale and City facility Sustainability Director
31, 2019 Immediate
emission inventory including electricity, natural
gas, trash, recycling, tree canopy, water, vehicle
miles traveled, air travel miles, and fuel
consumption.
1.3
Set ambitious, measurable and time-bound
Rosemarie Russo,
2
Immediate
H
The 2020 Vision set in 2009
strategies to reduce/limit emissions.
Sustainability Director;
established a 20% reduction goal by
City Council City
2020 but no baseline data is
Manager
available and achieving a 20%
reduction in a two-year time period
could be challenging.
1.4
Updated community and municipal emissions
Rosemarie Russo,
1
Short-Term
M
inventories will be published at least every three Sustainability Director
years starting in 2019.
1.5
Conduct Vulnerability, Consequences and
Seth, NOAA Research 1
Immediate
M
Adaptation Planning Scenarios (VCAP) for our
Scientist; Faye, Utah
watershed.
Division of Water
Resources; Arne
Hultquist, Water
Conservation Board
Chair
1.6
Review City-wide Plan(s) to address climate
Emergency
1
Short-Term
M
change mitigation, low emission development,
Management, Fire
climate resilience (flooding, extreme heat,
Dept., Police, Sheriff,
wildfires) adaptation, and access to sustainable Rosemarie Russo,
energy.
Sustainability Director
1.7
Revegetate, restore and enhance washes and
Emergency Response, 2
Short-Term
M
floodplains, river channels to reduce flood
MAWP
mitigation while enhancing riparian habitat.
1.8
Identify and implement at least one top priority
Rosemarie Russo,
1
Completion of projects by end of
H
project for each sustainability goal annually to
Sustainability Director
year and report to the City Manger,
create a sustainable community.
City Council and community.
Immediate
1.9
Work with property owners, developers and
Eric Lockhart, NREL;
1
1% annually starting in 2019
H
Original goal listed "sustainability
construction contractors to ensure that, through Planning; Planning
Immediate
elements." Replaced with third-party
voluntary means, at least 10 percent of new
Commission
established programs.
construction and major renovation incorporate
Energy Star, Enterprise Green Communities,
International Living Futures Institutes' Petal
Certification, Well Building, LEED, Zero Energy
Performance Index, or Passive House standards
by the year 2027.
1.10
Accelerate 2030 electricity goals in accordance
Rosemarie Russo
1
Short-Term
L
with IPCC revised target (November 2018).
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Appendix B: Implementation Grid

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
1.11

Develop and execute department level
sustainability strategies to meet sustainability
goals and form teams for priority goals including
organization approach to air quality, extreme
heat, and extreme cold conditions.

Chase, City Hall; Greg 1
Fosse, WWTP;
Janette Woodruff,
Animal Shelter; MARC;
MRAC; Mike Huts,
Parks; Public Works

Short-Term

M

1.12

Hire sustainability director to implement the
David Everitt, City
3
Immediate
M
Manager; City Council
City’s 2020 Vision goals, as well as its goals to
transition to 100% renewable electricity and to
reduce carbon emissions by 80%.
Goal # 2: (Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy)
Moab City will ensure the transition to 100% renewable energy for its community electricity supply by 2030. The municipal organization will transition to 100% renewable energy by 2027,
including at least 50% municipal renewable energy by 2024.
COMMUNITY WIDE STRATEGIES
PRINCIPLE
STATUS
METRIC/TIMELINE
PRIORITY
COMMENTS
PARTIES/TEAMS
2
Determine the inventory of community energy
George Humbert,
3
Immediate
H
use and renewable portfolio for the baseline year Rocky Mountain
Power; Eric Lockhart,
of 2016.
NREL
2.1
Conduct lighting retrofits at City buildings and
Ponderosa; Small
3
# of businesses completing
H
throughout the community.
Business Direct
retrofits Immediate
2.2
Provide lodging owners/operators and staff with Existing lodging
1
# of projects Short-Term
H
information and resources to make energy
businesses that could
improvements, educate their guests about
serve as peer example
efficiency, and be recognized for their proactive (Adventure Inn/Marcus
efforts.
Heimgartner;
Aarchway Inn)
2.3
Partner with NREL on Solar Innovation Grant to Eric Lockhart, NREL;
2
20% (~1,200 customers) of
H
identify and address technical issues associated Kate Bowen, UCE;
community members participating
with high solar market penetration, coaching to
Sarah Wright, UCE
in renewable energy options, such
address institutional and technical challenges,
as Blue Sky or Subscriber Solar, by
and focused facilitation to develop and to drive
end of 2019. Immediate
successful implementation of the strategies,
actionable steps, and pilot programs identified in
the Roadmap.
2.4
Increase access to and availability of locallyBill Comeau, RMP; Ian 1
Identify list of potentials sites
H
generated renewable energy at a variety of
Hoag, RMP; Keven,
currently owned by local
scales to meet community interest and demand RMP
governmental entities for first
and to be more energy independent.
consideration and vet against
siting criteria ̶ some examples are:
Landfill (Klondike north of the
airport and 40 acres south of the
Moab Landfill that was the old
shooting range); Recycling Center,
UMTRA; Old City Park Storm water
retention basin; Golf Course; Lions
Park or Golf Course. Short-Term
2.5

Establish energy performance disclosure for all
Bill Comeau, RMP;
commercial, multi-family and industrial properties. Barry Ellison;
Rosemarie Russo

1

Long-Term

M
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2.6

Encourage rooftop solar and participation in
renewable energy programs

Bill Comeau, RMP; Ian 1
Hoag, RMP; Keven,
RMP

1

5 additional residential solar
H
installations per year (beyond
current county baseline of 70 total
installations), resulting in
approximately 30 kilowatts (Kw)
new solar capacity installed by end
of 2019. 2 additional commercial
solar installations per year (beyond
current county baseline of 70 total
installations), resulting in
approximately 30 kW new solar
capacity installed by end of 2019.
Short-Term
Immediate
M

2.7

Engage one developer to participate in Rocky
Mountain Power’s New Homes Program by the
end of 2019.

2.8

Reduce electricity use by engaging Moab’s
existing homeowners (single-family home,
townhome, and mobile home focus) to make
energy efficiency upgrades through a robust
outreach and education campaign coinciding
with piloting a residential rewards program that
will save energy and money.

2.9

Work with property owners, developers and
construction contractors to ensure that, through
voluntary means, at least 10 percent of new
construction and major renovation contains Well
Building, Living Building Challenge, Energy Star
and/or LEED pre-requisites by the year 2020.

2.10

Increase energy efficiency in new and remodel
construction.

2.11

Increase electrical ready wiring for renewable
energy in new residential and commercial
projects.

Jenna Whetzel,
Amanda Ferre,
Housing Authority of
Southern Utah; Shik
Han, Developer; Jeff
Whitney and/or Bill
Hulse, Grand County
Building; Rosemarie
Russo; Planning;
Planning Commission
Maggie Corson/Phil
Irby, Portal Vista HOA
representatives; Ben
Riley, Moab Area
Housing Task Force
representative; Sharon
Relph, Beyond the
Desert; Sue
Schrewsbury, Byrd &
Company
Maggie Corson/Phil
Irby, Portal Vista
HOAs; Ben Riley,
Moab Area Housing
Task Force; Sharon
Relph, Beyond the
Desert; Sue
Schrewsbury, Byrd &
Company;
Jenna Whetzel,
Amanda Ferre,
Housing Authority of
Southern Utah; Shik
Han, Developer; Jeff
Whitney and/or Bill
Hulse, Grand County
Building; Rosemarie
Russo; Planning
Commission
Jeff Whitney and/or Bill
Hulse, Grand County
Building Department;
Rosemarie Russo;
Planning and Zoning

2

Short-Term

H

1

Short-Term

H

1

2% increase in number of Rocky
Mountain Power program
participants

H

1

Short-Term

M

Original 2008 goal listed
"sustainability elements and a 50%
goal". Replaced with third-party
established programs.
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2.12

2.13

2.14

2.15

Establish a voluntary “Sustainable Moab”
building checklist based on the 2015
International Green Construction Code (IgCC)
and National Association of Home Builders’
National Green Building Standard that provides
incentives for adopting voluntary green building
elements in new construction and renovation
projects.
Research Community Solar Build It Forward
Pilot; SP3 (Solar Power Purchase
Program);Time of use Pilots; Electric Distributed
Battery Pilot Program and Co-gen Wastewater
Reclamation Facility
Launch Energy Efficiency Business and Home
(Rebates) - Power strips/Plugs
Support legislative action - Energy Code
Compliance and Stretch Codes

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
2.16
2.17

2.18

Determine nonrenewable and renewable energy
use baseline for municipal government.
Lead By Example by providing an energyefficient model for local residents, businesses,
and other communities and promoting energy
efficiency throughout the community and
throughout Utah.
Develop energy intensity baseline kBtus/ sq. ft.
for City buildings and facilities.

Utah Clean Energy,
NREL Team,
Rosemarie Russo;
Planning

1

Short-Term

H

Utah Clean Energy,
NREL Team,
Rosemarie Russo;
Planning

1

Long-Term

H

Sustainability

1

Short-Term

M

Utah Clean Energy;
NREL Team;
Rosemarie Russo;
Planning

1

Long-Term

H

Rosemarie Russo,
Sustainability Director
Rosemarie Russo,
Sustainability Director;
Sarah Wright, UCE

1

kwh

H

2

Immediate

H

Replaced ICC-700 with more current
reference.

Public Works; Chase 1
Short-Term
H
Gholson, City Hall;
Rosemarie Russo,
Sustainability Director
2.19
Reduce City energy consumption by 20% from
Chase Gholson, City
1
Short-Term
H
2016 baseline by 2024 and reduce peak demand Hall; Greg Fosses,
by 20% by 2024.
WWTP; Janette
Woodruff, Animal
Shelter; MARC;
MRAC; Patrick Trim;
Mike Huts, Parks;
Public Works
2.20
Complete Recommissioning of 3 City Buildings: Chace Gholson,
1
Immediate
H
HVAC Controls Retrofit Project, equipment
Facilities Manager;
scheduling and monitor savings.
Public Works Director
2.21
Conduct audit and retrofit outdoor lighting to
USU, Jeff Galley,
2
Short-Term
M
comply with Dark Sky requirements.
Streets
Goal # 3: (Water) Reduce per-household, per-business and City-owned facilities’ water use by 20 percent by the year 2032. Protect quality of surface and groundwater to maintain sole source
aquifer designation.
COMMUNITY-WIDE STRATEGIES
PRINCIPLE
STATUS
METRIC/TIMELINE
PRIORITY
COMMENTS
PARTIES/TEAMS
3
Examine current zoning, leases and property
Ken Kolm, Consultant; 1
Immediate
L
Current water goals reflect quantity
management to ensure protection of the
Chuck Williams,
only - revised goals include quality
fractured Glen Canyon conveyance from Mill
Engineering;
too.
Creek to Skakel Spring and other high-risk areas Sustainability
(McConkie: Old City Park and Sommerville
Springs #2, 3 at Moab Golf Course) - overlay
zones and IPM.
3.1
Develop database on commercial, industrial and Rosemarie Russo,
3
Immediate
H
residential water use on a seasonal basis.
Sustainability Director
3.2
Prioritize and implement strategies outlined in
Obe Tejada, Water
2
Immediate
H
the 2016 Water Conservation Plan including
Dept.; Levi Jones,
build-out, conservation campaigns, carrying
Water Dept.; Eric
capacity and data verification.
Johanson,
Engineering, Water
Conservation &
Drought Board
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3.3

3.4
3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10

Document production capability for existing wells
and springs. Obtain additional production
capabilities necessary to perfect all existing
water rights.
Monitor any diversions from Mill Creek or the
Glen Canyon aquifer to protect existing senior
water rights.
Participate in Regional Groundwater
Management Plan and evaluate data in USGS
Study.
Monitor the NCRES site for drought conditions
and adjust water storage capacity for
conservation efforts and to maintain water
pressure for wildfires.
Review Sewer Plans, Storm Water Management
and Downtown Plans and Water Reclamation
Plant Performance in regards to water
efficiencies.
Solicit recommendations on critical water
resources from the Advisory Board including but
not limited to: Quantity of water as temperature
increases; additional severe weather events;
over-allocation of surface and groundwater ;
contamination of sole source aquifer; Moab's
comments on USGS Groundwater Management
Plan; closing of Glen Canyon aquifer to new
water allocations; costs and TBL for installing
flow measurement gauges on Mill and Pack
creeks.
Advance and support engagement in the areas
of storm water management, water harvesting,
water rights, grey water, and integrated green
infrastructure.
Pilot at least one greywater system installation
and support state legislation regarding greywater
systems.

Obe Tejada, Water
2
Dept.; Levi Jones,
Water Dept.; Eric
Johanson, Engineering
Engineering;
1
Sustainability Office

Short-Term

M

Short-Term

H

MAWP, Grand
Conservation District;
Water Conservation &
Drought Board; USU
Sustainability Office;
Water Conservation &
Drought Board

1

Short-Term

M

1

Immediate

H

Sustainability Office;
Water Conservation &
Drought Board

1

Immediate

M

(Water Conservation & 2
Drought Board) Arne
Hultquist, Kara
Dohrenwend, Jeremy
Lynch, Kyle Bailey,
Mike Duncan, John
Gould, Denver Perkins,
Eve Tallman, Eric
Johanson

Immediate

M

MAWP, Grand
Conservation District;
Water Conservation &
Drought Board; USU
Orion Rogers, Dept. of
Health, Chuck
Williams, Engineering,
Planning
Orion Rogers, Dept. of
Health; Chuck
Williams, Engineering;
Planning
Kyle Bailey, MIC;
Chuck Williams,
Engineering; Water
Conservation Board
Arne Hultquist,
Watershed Manager;
MAWP

1

Short-Term

H

1

Conserve XX gallons of outdoor
water use through greywater
systems Immediate

H

1

Short-Term

M

3.11

Require new construction to be plumbed for
greywater systems.

3.12

Explore costs and design of installing secondary
water system for irrigation.

1

Long-Term

M

3.13

Review Moab Area Watershed Management
1
Plans in regards to sampling results for
Temperature, pH, and Specific Conductance,
TDS, E. coli and Salinity
Promote roof water catchment systems as dual
Orion Rogers, Dept. of 1
storm water management and non-potable water Health; Chuck
supply for toilets and/or irrigation.
Williams, Engineering;
Planning
Create an incentive program whereby property
Engineering; Planning; 1
owners receive credit/decreased storm water
Sustainability Office
fees for implementing green infrastructure above
and beyond any storm water management
required by code.

Immediate

M

Immediate

H

Short-Term

H

3.14

3.15
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3.16
3.17

Retrofit parking lots with landscape buffer with a
swale to capture runoff.
Create large shallow basins (3-6' deep and 10'
wide) to capture storm water.

Planning; Rachel
Nelson, USU
Planning;
Sustainability Office

1
1

XX gallons/year capacity of private M
parcels. Immediate
Short-Term
M

Promote EPA Water Sense labeling, seminars
and professional crediting.
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES

Planning; Sustainability 2
Office

Short-Term

M

3.19

Levi Jones

1

Short-Term

M

MARC; TerraSophia;

3

XX gallons/year of green
infrastructure capacity on City
parcel Immediate
Short-Term

H

3.18

3.20
3.21

Modify water schedules to match turf needs and
install irrigation sub-metering on City property.
Install at least one water conservation project
and green infrastructure on select City property.
Research using micro-hydro on Mill/Pack Creek

Identify existing parks and properties
that have large spaces below the
grade of adjacent streets and parking
lots.

Water Conservation
1
M
Board, Rosemarie
Russo
Goal # 4: (Waste Diversion & Recycling) Increase participation in City curbside recycling by 20% and decrease waste for residents and commercial
customers by 2032; decrease construction debris and waste by 50% by 2024 and increase composting by 20% by 2024.
COMMUNITY-WIDE STRATEGIES
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Implement variable rate pricing for trash
collection.
Create recycling and reuse outlets to recycle
items that cannot be accepted by the curbside
program.
Mandate that homes and businesses do not
place cardboard in the trash can.
Verify that there is sufficient recycling and
signage at special events that require a City
permit.
Divert organics from the landfill.

PRINCIPLE
PARTIES/TEAMS
Sustainability Office/
Council
Sustainability Office/
Council

STATUS

METRIC/TIMELINE

PRIORITY

2

Immediate

H

1

Short-Term

L

Sustainability Office/
Council
Administration/Council

2

Immediate

H

1

Short-Term

L

City, County, SWSSD

1

Immediate

H

Offer programmatic support to help businesses
reduce waste.
4.7
Amend ordinances to require mandatory
residential recycling and construction debris.
4.8
Implementation of a fee or ban to discourage use
of single-use bags.
4.9
Attract credible manufacturers that make
products from recycled materials to increase the
types of materials that can be accepted in
curbside recycling program.
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES

Sustainability
Office/Travel Council
Sustainability Office/
Council
Sustainability Office/
Council
Administration/Council

1

Immediate

M

2

Immediate

H

3

Immediate

L

1

Long-Term

M

4.10

Determine diversion rates by building/facility.

1

Short-Term

M

4.11

Sustainability
Office/Monument
Waste
Sustainability
Office/Monument
Waste
Sustainability
Office/Monument
Waste

Research end-uses for City generated or
managed waste (e.g., yard debris, street
sweepings, sludge and construction waste.
Establish a standard that provides incentives for
adopting voluntary green building elements in
new construction and renovation projects for
construction waste.
Support community composting/initiate industrial Sustainability
Office/Monument
composting
Waste
Conduct waste audit to determine composition of Sustainability
our waste stream.
Office/Monument
Waste/Moab Solutions
Pilot composting at one City facility. Investigate
Sustainability
bike courier.
Office/Parks

1

Long-Term

M

1

Long-Term

H

1

Long-Term

H

1

Long-Term

M

3

Immediate

H

4.6

4.12

4.13
4.15
4.16

COMMENTS
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Goal # 5: (Active Transportation & Alternative Fuel) Ensure all community members and tourists have access to multimodal means of commute travel , to reduce single-occupancy vehicles
and support public adoption of electric vehicles by 10% by 2032. Reduce traditional fuel use by 20 percent and total VMT for community by 20 percent by 2032. Reduce traditional fuel use by
the City’s vehicle fleet by 20% by 2032 and reach a 1.5 average vehicle ridership (AVR) by 2032 for city employees.
COMMUNITY-WIDE STRATEGIES

PRINCIPLE
PARTIES/TEAMS
5.1
Map and promote bike trail connectivity.
Parks, Engineering,
Distinguish non-motorized trails.
County: fka:Trail Mix
5.2
Continue to expand and maintain bike lanes and Parks; Engineering;
paved non-motorized routes.
County: Trail Mix
5.3
Promote ride share services (i.e., KZMU), shuttle Serah Mead
services, electric rental car services through
Enterprise and transitioning fleets to CNG in
partnership with Dominion or electric.
5.4
Partner with Moab Hopper and private
Moab Hopper, Jerry
companies to increase mass transit opportunities Glover; Atomic, Tim
(shuttles, taxis and car sharing).
Buckingham; Sunset
Grill
5.5
Add EV charging stations and submit budget
Sustainability Office
request for EV Readiness Plan.
5.6
The City will coordinate with Utah Clean Cities
VW Settlement
and DOE to promote EV adoption and Clean Air
Challenges .
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES

STATUS

METRIC/TIMELINE

PRIORITY

2

Immediate

M

2

Immediate

H

2

Immediate

M

2

Immediate

H

3

Long-Term

M

3

Immediate

M

5.7

Increase Walk Score

1

Short-Term

M

5.8

Review UDOT & Master Transportation Plans

Engineering;
Sustainability Office
Engineering;
Sustainability Office
Sustainability Office

1

Short-Term

M

Rosemarie Russo,
Sustainability Office

1

Add 1 new GA and verify 2
credentials updated Short-Term

M

Rosemarie Russo,
Sustainability Office;
RMP; Travel Council

1

Short-Term

M

5.9

COMMENTS

Create incentives for City staff to walk or bicycle
1
Short-Term
M
to work.
5.10
Reach a 1.5 average vehicle ridership (AVR) by Sustainability Office
1
Long-Term
M
2032 for city employees.
5.11
Implement the following priorities for the city
Kelly Day;
1
Short-Term
H
vehicle purchases: alternative-fueled vehicles;
Sustainability Office
downsize from original request, and hybrid.
Goal # 6: (Education, Engagement & Legislative Initiatives) Increase sustainable practices throughout the community, the state, and
nation. Triple bottom-line analysis (i.e. environmental, economic and social) will be available to all levels of the community – students in grades K-20 and university, the general public – as well
as internal customers (staff).
COMMUNITY-WIDE STRATEGIES
PRINCIPLE
STATUS
METRIC/TIMELINE
PRIORITY
COMMENTS
PARTIES/TEAMS
6
Enroll 18 businesses in the City’s Green to Gold Rosemarie Russo,
3
Immediate
H
Sustainable Business Program.
Sustainability Office;
RMP
6.1
Implement Small Business Direct Campaign
Rosemarie Russo,
3
Enroll 25 businesses. Immediate
H
Sustainability Office;
RMP
Enroll 18 businesses in a renewable energy
Rosemarie Russo,
Immediate
H
6.2
3
Sustainability Office;
program (e.g., Blue Sky, Subscriber Solar,
RMP
Community Renewable, Carbon, ENERGY
STAR)
6.3
Create Sustainability website to utilize as an
Rosemarie Russo,
Increase number of hits by 5%
3
H
inspirational and educational resource (i.e.,
Sustainability Office
annually.
Immediate
periodic progress reports, dashboards,
successes, tips and resources).
6.4
Host brown bags on energy efficiency, WELL
Rosemarie Russo,
2
Immediate
M
Building Standard, green infrastructure, Living
Sustainability Office
Building Challenge, blue roofs, and Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
6.5
Lisa Church;
3
# annually Immediate
H
Publish 6 press releases or articles annually.
Rosemarie Russo
6.6
Educate community members about perfecting
Rosemarie Russo,
3
Immediate
M
water rights process.
Water Conservation &
Drought Board
6.7
6.8

Promote LEED, Energy Star and Well Building
Certifications and Credentials of buildings, staff
and community members.
Partner with the Travel Council, County, Special
Districts and SWSSD in setting adaptation,
diversion, energy, and water reduction goals.
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MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
6.9

Coordinate messaging and communication
between external and internal sustainability
initiatives.

Rosemarie Russo,
1
Conduct at least two planning
M
meetings per quarter.
Sustainability Office;
Lisa Church,
Communications
6.10
Encourage Employee Participation in Wattsmart Rosemarie Russo,
3
Have 5% of employees that live
M
Program.
within City participate in Wattsmart
Sustainability Office
Programs.
RMP
Goal # 7: (Funding & Purchasing) Decisions shall evaluate products and services that have a reduced impact on human health and the environment
where practical, while maintaining fiscal responsibility.
7

Develop an Innovation Fund for high ROI
projects through Energy at Risk & Innovation
Calculator.
Establish funding to help low-income residents
invest in rooftop solar/energy efficiency.

7.1

7.2

Draft Climate Economy Strategic Plan

7.3

Prepare budget and monitoring relevant
sustainability expenditures/requests.

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
7.4

Rosemarie Russo,
Sustainability Office
RMP
Administration;
Council; Rosemarie
Russo, Sustainability
Office; RMP
County;
Administration;
Council; Rosemarie
Russo, Sustainability
Office
Administration;
Rosemarie Russo,
Sustainability Office

1

Immediate

M

1

Short-Term

M

1

Long-Term

L

2

Immediate

H

Establish line item Sustainability fund to better
track expenditures for grant compliance and as
case studies for business community .
In conjunction with departments increase
sustainable purchases.

Administration;
3
Immediate
M
Rosemarie Russo,
Sustainability Office
7.5
Administration;
1
Short-Term
M
Rosemarie Russo,
Sustainability Office
7.6
Increase healthy options in contracts at City
Administration;
1
Short-Term
L
facilities.
Rosemarie Russo,
Sustainability Office
7.7
Increase consciousness of sustainability
Administration;
3
Short-Term
H
practices by including sustainability in vendor
Rosemarie Russo,
contracts.
Sustainability Office
Goal # 8: (Tree Canopy & Biodiversity) Achieve a 10% forest canopy density in suitable areas of community by 2032. Achieve a 70% native vegetation
cover on select City and community property.
COMMUNITY-WIDE STRATEGIES
PRINCIPLE
STATUS
METRIC/TIMELINE
PRIORITY
PARTIES/TEAMS
8.1
Identify and plant drought tolerant native trees.
Parks; Grand County
2
# of new trees. Immediate
H
Conservation District;
BLM; Nature
Conservancy; MAWP
8.2
Launch community campaign to remove invasive Parks; Grand County
2
Immediate
H
species including Ravenna grass, Arundo,
Conservation District;
Tamarisk, Russian Olive and Tree of Heaven
BLM; Nature
Conservancy; MAWP
8.3
Retrofit outdoor lighting to comply with Dark Sky Dark Sky Association; 1
Immediate
M
requirements: Install amber colored (3000 Kelvin City; County; RMP
correlated color temperature (CCT) and below)
exterior lighting
8.4
Create linear parks along streets, into empty lots Parks; Grand County
1
Long-Term
M
to create pockets of new native vegetation to
Conservation District;
enhance floodplains, and reduce heat island
BLM; Planning; Nature
Conservancy; MAWP
effect.
8.5
Increase the # of fruit trees on select City
Parks; Grand County
1
Short-Term 2% increase # of fruit M
property and new developments.
Conservation District;
trees
BLM; Planning; Nature
Conservancy; MAWP
8.6
Capitalize on corollary construction to advance
Parks; Grand County
1
Short-Term
H
urban greening through greenspace and green
Conservation District;
corridor development.
BLM; Planning; Nature
Conservancy; MAWP

COMMENTS
Use expertise of tree crews.
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MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
8.7

The City will maintain Parks and City property as Parks; Planning;
2
Replace 5% of existing plantings at M
designated and built with an emphasis on
Sustainability Office
Parks with xeric and native species
Immediate
annually replacing 5% of landscaping to more
drought tolerant species.
8.8
Use natural and organic practices (IPM) to
Parks; Planning;
2
Immediate
H
control weeds, pests, and add nutrients to soil on Sustainability Office
City-owned property to the greatest extent
possible.
8.9
Pilot use of select grasses and bio char for
Parks; Planning;
1
Long-Term
M
10-15ft or more in a single season.
carbon sequestration.
Sustainability Office
8.10
Park Planning and Park Maintenance will work
Parks; Planning;
2
Estimate acres of park mow vs non- L
together on park designs to maximize "no mow
Sustainability Office
mow areas and work to change a
areas" while providing a park that meets the
5% area. Short-Term
needs of the community.
Goal # 9 : (Health, Well-Being & Social Equity) : Ensure that Moab is an inclusive community, where physical and mental health and social well-being are accessible to all.
COMMUNITY-WIDE STRATEGIES

STATUS

METRIC/TIMELINE

PRIORITY

9

1

Short-Term

M

1

Short-Term

M

1

Short-Term

M

1

Immediate

M

Sustainability; USU;
1
Planning; Hazel Core;
Velo Reilly-Moman;
River McCann
Office; USU Extension, 1

Short-Term

M

Immediate

M

Office; USU Extension, 2

Short-Term

H

County/City

1

Short-Term

M

Dept. of Health

1

2% increase in local food being
served at local schools and
afterschool programs. Short-Term
2% annually from baseline of 48%
Short- Term

M

2% increase annually. Immediate

H

Need baseline data

2% decrease annually. Immediate

H

Need baseline data

2% annually from baseline Immediate

H

9.1

9.2
9.3

PRINCIPLE
PARTIES/TEAMS
Work to improve local air quality, particularly
Department of Health,
during temperature inversions in winter months. Hazel Adams; Velo
Reilly-Moman; River
McCann
Cooperate with the State of Utah in air quality
Department of Health,
monitoring efforts and explore possibility of
Hazel Adams; Velo
setting up an EPA AIR Now air quality monitoring Reilly-Moman; River
McCann
station.
Support actions that facilitate Arches and
Department of Health
Canyonlands National Parks retaining Class I air
status.
Amend burn days to reduce open burning during Department of Health,
inversions.
Hazel Core; Velo ReillyMoman; River McCann

9.4

Continue campaign to reduce idling of motor
vehicles through citations and education.

9.6

Using precautionary principle - pass ordinance
banning glyphosate (i.e., endocrine disrupter)
and neonicotinoids (i.e. bees) near any solesource drinking water aquifers.
Promote the use of less toxic chemicals
throughout the community (Tier 3 pesticides,
LCC: Red list, Cradle to Cradle)
Promote businesses that pay a livable wage to
employees (i.e., $14.00)
Increase the local food and school/hospital
connections (classes, internships)

9.7
9.8
9.9
9.10

Decrease the number of children on free and
reduced lunch.

9.11

Increase number of community gardens.

9.12

Decrease income gap

9.13

Increase affordable housing opportunities.

Grand County Schools; 1
Department of Health;
Seekhaven
Dept. of Health
1
County/City; HASU;
Seekhaven
County/City; HASU;
Seekhaven

1

COMMENTS

H

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
9.14

Encourage staff to pass Well Building (Living
Planning
1
Immediate
Community Challenge) exam and incorporate the
principles into planning recommendations for
permit applicants.
9.15
Promote the use of less-polluting heat sources
Planning
1
Short-Term
through public information efforts.
Goal # 10: (Local Food) Promote long-term agricultural stewardship and access to healthy local food.

H

STRATEGIES
10

10.2
10.3
10.4

Encourage residents and business owners to
plant gardens with at least three flowering plants
in bloom during spring, summer and fall,
including perennial and/or annual plants,
Install a native bee box, bat box, or similar home
for pollinators.
Support food accessibility operations (delivery,
refrigeration, commercial kitchens),
Increase the number of CSA sign-ups,
workshare options, mobile farm stands,
community gardens, Local Food brochures
delivered and food workshops.

M

PRINCIPLE
PARTIES/TEAMS
BIG Committee

STATUS

METRIC/TIMELINE

PRIORITY

2

Immediate

H

BIG Committee

2

Immediate

M

County: Economic
Development
Audrey Graham;
Rebecca Mann;
Alzabeth Potucek;
Claire Core; Makeda
Barkley; Sam
Cunningham; Grand
Conservation District;

1

Increase in vegetable and value
added sales - Short-Term
Immediate

M

Verify with County

H

Seed Swaps, Planting, Hits on Moab
Foodies website

1

COMMENTS
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Goal # 10: (Local Food) Promote long-term agricultural stewardship and access to healthy local food.
STRATEGIES
10

10.2
10.3
10.4

10.5

10.6

10.7

10.8

10.9

Encourage residents and business owners to
plant gardens with at least three flowering plants
in bloom during spring, summer and fall,
including perennial and/or annual plants,
Install a native bee box, bat box, or similar home
for pollinators.
Support food accessibility operations (delivery,
refrigeration, commercial kitchens),
Increase the number of CSA sign-ups,
workshare options, mobile farm stands,
community gardens, Local Food brochures
delivered and food workshops.

PRINCIPLE
PARTIES/TEAMS
BIG Committee

STATUS

METRIC/TIMELINE

PRIORITY

2

Immediate

H

BIG Committee

2

Immediate

M

Increase in vegetable and value
added sales - Short-Term
Immediate

M

Verify with County

H

Seed Swaps, Planting, Hits on Moab
Foodies website

1

2% increase. Short-Term

M

Need baseline data.

1

# increase in lbs. of food produced M
and processed Immediate

1

Short -Term

M

2

2% of restaurants serving local
food - 100 miles. Immediate

M

1

Lbs. of local food donated to meal H
programs (Food Bank, Multicultural
Center, Grand Center/Senior
Center, Art of Farm). Immediate

County: Economic
1
Development
Audrey Graham;
1
Rebecca Mann;
Alzabeth Potucek;
Claire Core; Makeda
Barkley; Sam
Cunningham; Grand
Conservation District;
Rhonda Gotway Clyde;
Moab Foodies Google
Group; Shiree Duncan;
Stephanie Hamborsky

Support farmers and ranchers with organic and
other certifications (IPM).

Sam Cunningham;
Grand Conservation
District; Rhonda
Gotway Clyde; Moab
Foodies Google Group
Increase the amount of food produced and
Sam Cunningham;
processed locally.
Grand Conservation
District; Rhonda
Gotway Clyde; Moab
Foodies Google
Group; Shiree Duncan;
Stephanie Hamborsky
Source independently and locally owned catering. Sam Cunningham;
Grand Conservation
District; Rhonda
Gotway Clyde; Moab
Foodies Google Group
Promote the connection between local farmers,
Sam Cunningham;
and ranchers with restaurants, hotels, and tour
Grand Conservation
companies.
District; Rhonda
Gotway Clyde; Moab
Foodies Google
Group; Shiree Duncan;
Stephanie Hamborsky
Increase the connection between local food
Department of Health;
being donated to various meal programs.
Food Bank; MultiCultural Center

COMMENTS

Need baseline data/Check LEED

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
10.10

Map and harvest produce from existing fruit trees Parks Dept.

1

Short-Term

M

10.11

Allow community members to use select City
properties for community gardens.
Encourage use of conservation easements for
preserving agricultural land.
Monitor soil health and restore nutrients

1

Long-Term

M

1

Short-Term

M

1

Short-Term

H

10.12
10.13

Sustainability; Parks
Dept.
Sustainability; Parks
Dept.
Sustainability; Parks
Dept.
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2019

Gantt Yearly Timeline
Funding
Source
Sustainability, Adaptation, and Mitigation
Update and expand the “2020 Vision: A Sustainable Moab Plan
Select database, inventory protocol, enter and verify data for a community-scale and City facility emission
inventory

Direct vs.
supporting

Agency/Staff

Q1

Policy/Adopt/Report

Implement

Implement
Implement

Explore

Policy/Adopt/Report
Implement
Plan

Implement

Explore

Implement

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Supporting
Direct

Sustainability
Sustainability/Council

Direct
Supporting

Sustainability/Council
Utah Division of Water
Resources

Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
RMP/City

Supporting

DOE

Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability/Planning
Sustainability/Planning

Plan

Engage developer to participate in Rocky Mountain Power's New Homes Program (2019)
Increase energy efficiency in new and remodel construction
Energy Efficiency Business and Home (Rebates) - Power strips/plugs especially for low-income families.
Lead By Example - Case Studies
Recommissioning of 3 City Buildings
Water

Direct
Direct
Direct
Supporting
Direct

Sustainability/Planning
Sustainability/Planning
Sustainability
Sustainability
Public Works/Sustainability

Plan
Plan
Plan

Protect Glen Canyon, Mill Creek to Skakel Creek
Develop database on commercial, industrial, and residential water use on seasonal basis

Direct
Supporting

2016 Water Conservation- build-out, carrying capacity, and data verification

Supporting

Monitor the NCRES site for drought conditions
Review Sewer Plans, Storm Water Management and Downtown Plans and Water Reclamation Plant
Performance in regards to water efficiencies

Supporting

Solicit recommendations' on critical water resources from the Advisory Board
Pilot at least one grey water system per year.
New construction to be plumbed for greywater systems
Review Watershed Management plans for temperature, pH, TDS, E Coli, salinity, etc..
Promote use of water catchment systems

Supporting
Direct
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Review/Check
Water Conservation & Drought
Management
Water Dept., Engineering,
Sustainability
Dept. of Health/City/Planning
Dept. of Health/City/Planning
Sustainability
Sustainability

Waste Diversion and Recycling
Implement variable rate pricing for trash collection
Mandate that homes and businesses do not place cardboard in the trash can.
Divert organics from the landfill
Amend ordinances to require mandatory residential recycling/construction debris

Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct

Sustainability/Council
Sustainability/Council
Sustainability/Council
Sustainability/Council

Implementation of a fee or ban to discourage use of singe use bags
Pilot composting at one City facility. Investigate bike courier.

Supporting
Direct

Sustainability/Council
Parks, Sustainability

Determine the inventory of baseline community energy use
Conduct lighting retrofits at City buildings/ throughout community
Partner with NREL on Solar Innovation Grant
Increase access to and availability of locally generated renewable energy. RFP/Installation 600 kW Golf and
Water Reclamation 45 kW
Encourage rooftop solar and participation in renewable energy programs

Retrofit parking lots with landscape buffer to capture runoff
Install at least one water conservation project

MAWP

RMP
Utah Clean
Cities/DOE
RMP

Supporting

Q4

Explore
Policy/Adopt/Report

Sustainability/Council

Water Supply Vulnerability Consequences, Assessment (VCAP)
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy

Q3

Review/Check

Supporting

Set ambitious, measurable and time-bound strategies to reduce/limit emissions
Identify and implement at least one top priority project for each sustainability goals annually to create a
sustainable community.

Q2

Review/Check

Review/Check

Implement

Water Dept., Engineering,
Sustainability
Sustainability
Water Dept., Engineering,
Sustainability

Policy/Adopt/Report
Explore
Plan

Review/Check

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Implement
Implement

Implement
Implement

Implement

Policy/Adopt/Report
Plan
Implement
Implement

Pilot
Implement
Implement

Plan

Pilot

Review/Check

Plan

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Policy/Adopt/Report Plan

Review/Check
Explore

Policy/Adopt/Report
Implement

Design
Review/Check

Pilot

Explore
Explore

Explore

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Plan
Explore
Policy/Adopt/Report
Policy/Adopt/Re
port
Implement

Pilot

Design

Pilot
Plan

Implement
Explore

Review/Check
Policy/Adopt/Report

Implement

Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

Pilot

Review/Check

Explore
Plan
Pilot
Design
Implement

Review/Check
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Active Transportation/ Alternative Fuel

Funding
Source

Direct vs.
supporting

2019
Q1

Agency/Staff

Map/Promote Bike Trail connectivity
Expand/maintain bike lanes
Promo the ride share services and shuttles, electrified rentals and CNG or electric
fleet transition
Partner with private companies to increase mass transit
Partner Utah Clean Cities- promote EV adoption and Clean Air Challenge
Improve Walk Score
Create incentives City staff walk/bicycle to work
Education, Engagement, & Legislative Initiatives
Enroll 18 businesses in Green to Gold
Implement small business direct campaign
Enroll 18 businesses in renewable energy program
Create sustainability website
Host brown bags on energy efficiency
Publish 6 press releases or articles annually
Educate community about perfecting water rights process
Partner with the county, special districts,
Coordinate messaging
Employee Participation in Wattsmart
Funding & Purchasing
Innovation Fund
Sustainability Line Item
Tree Canopy & Biodiversity
Drought tolerant trees
Remove invasive
Retrofit exterior lighting - Dark Sky Compliance
Replace 5% landscaping with xeric and native
IPM
Health, Well-Being & Social Equity
Amend burn days
Glyphosate and Neonicotinoids Ban

Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability

Plan

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Plan/Design
Plan/Design
Plan/Design

Supporting
Direct
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Implement
Plan/Design
Plan/Design
Plan/Design
Plan/Design
Explore
Explore
Explore
Implement
Implement

Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability

Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct

Parks
Parks
Streets
Parks
Parks

Direct
Direct

Public Works
Public Works

Increase # of community gardens
Decrease income gap
Increase # of affordable housing units
Eliminate mandatory parking requirements/metered parking (i.e., In Lieu fees toward
City lot, conservation easement replacement, use metered parking to fund mass
transit)
Well Buildings & Living Building Challenge
Local Food
Increase 3 season flowering gardens
Bee, bat and pollinator boxes
Increase # of CSAs
Farm to Table
Food donations
Local food production and processing
Metrics
Co-Benefits Analysis

Supporting
Supporting
Direct

Sustainability
Sustainability
Public Works

Direct
Supporting

Planning,
Sustainability
Sustainability

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Supporting

Sustainability

Sustainability
Sustainability

Q2

Implement

Pilot

Review/Check
Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check
Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
Plan
Plan
Plan
Policy/Adopt
Policy/Adopt

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Explore

Pilot

Plan/Design

Implement

Explore
Explore

Pilot
Plan/Design

Implement

Explore

Implement

Implement
Implement
Implement

Review/Check

Plan/Design

Implement
Review/Check
Implement
Review/Check

Plan
Plan
Plan
Implement
Implement

Plan/Design
Explore

Plan/Design

Q4

Review/Check
Plan/Design
Implement
Construction / Implem Operation / Review/Check
Pilot

Implement

Q3

Review/Check
Review/Check

Implement
Implement

Pilot

Policy/Adopt/Report

Pilot
Construction /
Implement
Review/Check
Explore
Implement

Pilot
Pilot
Design

Implement
Implement
Explore
Explore
Explore

Pilot

Explore
Explore
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Sustainability, Adaptation, and Mitigation
Update and expand the “2020 Vision: A Sustainable Moab Plan

Funding
Source

Select database, inventory protocol, enter and verify data for a community-scale and City facility emission
inventory
Set ambitious, measurable and time-bound strategies to reduce/limit emissions
Identify and implement at least one top priority project for each sustainability goals annually to create a
sustainable community.
Water Supply Vulnerability Consequences, Assessment (VCAP)
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy
Determine the inventory of baseline community energy use
Conduct lighting retrofits at City buildings/ throughout community

MAWP

Partner with NREL on Solar Innovation Grant

RMP
Utah Clean
Cities/DOE

Increase access to and availability of locally generated renewable energy. RFP/Installation 600 kW Golf and
Water Reclamation 45 kW

RMP

2020 - 2021

Direct vs.
supporting

Agency/Staff

Jan - June

Sustainability/Council

Review/Check

Implement

Supporting
Direct

Review/Check

Review/Check

Review/Check

Implement

Implement

Direct

Sustainability/Council
Utah Division of Water
Resources

Implement

Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

Supporting

Plan

Implement

Implement

Review/Check

Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
RMP/City

Supporting

DOE

Implement

Review/Check

Sustainability/Planning

Review/Check

Encourage rooftop solar and participation in renewable energy programs
Engage developer to participate in Rocky Mountain Power's New Homes Program (2019)
Increase energy efficiency in new and remodel construction

Supporting
Direct
Direct

Implement

Energy Efficiency Business and Home (Rebates) - Power strips/Plugs especially for low-income families.

Direct

Sustainability

Review/Check

Lead By Example - Case Studies
Recommissioning of 3 City Buildings
Water

Supporting
Direct

Sustainability
Public Works/Sustainability

Review/Check

Protect Glen Canyon, Mill Creek to Skakel Creek
Develop database on commercial, industrial, and residential water use on seasonal basis

Direct
Supporting

2016 Water Conservation- build-out, carrying capacity, and data verification
Monitor the NCRES site for drought conditions
Review Sewer Plans, Storm Water Management and Downtown Plans and Water Reclamation Plant
Performance in regards to water efficiencies

Supporting
Supporting

Solicit recommendations' on critical water resources from the Advisory Board
Pilot at least one grey water system per year.
New construction to be plumbed for greywater systems
Review Watershed Management plans for temperature, pH, TDS, E Coli, salinity, etc..
Promote use of water catchment systems

Supporting
Direct
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Water Dept., Engineering,
Sustainability
Sustainability
Water Dept., Engineering,
Sustainability
Sustainability
Water Conservation & Drought
Management
Water Dept., Engineering,
Sustainability
Dept. of Health/City/Planning
Dept. of Health/City/Planning
Sustainability
Sustainability

Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Supporting
Direct

Sustainability/Council
Sustainability/Council
Sustainability/Council
Sustainability/Council
Sustainability/Council
Parks, Sustainability

Implementation of a fee or ban to discourage use of singe use bags
Pilot composting at one City facility. Investigate bike courier.

July - Dec

Sustainability
Sustainability/Council

Sustainability/Planning
Sustainability/Planning
Sustainability/Planning

Waste Diversion and Recycling
Implement variable rate pricing for trash collection
Mandate that homes and businesses do not place cardboard in the trash can.
Divert organics from the landfill
Amend ordinances to require mandatory residential recycling/construction debris

Jan - June

Supporting

Supporting

Retrofit parking lots with landscape buffer to capture runoff
Install at least one water conservation project

July - Dec

Supporting

Review/Check

Review/Check
Implement

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Review/Check
Implement
Review/Check

Implement

Policy/Adopt/Report Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check
Review/Check

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Explore

Review/Check
Policy/Adopt/Report

Plan
Policy/Adopt/Report

Implement

Design
Pilot
Review/Check
Review/Check Implement
Construction / ImOperation / Review/Check
Implement
Implement

Review/Check

Explore

Policy/Adopt/Report

Implement

Implement

Review/Check Implement
Construction / ImOperation / Review/Check

Review/Check

Explore
Plan
Pilot
Design
Implement

Review/Check
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2020 - 2021

Active Transportation/ Alternative Fuel

Funding
Source

Direct vs.
supporting

Agency/Staff

Jan - June

Map/Promote Bike Trail connectivity

Supporting

Sustainability

Expand/maintain bike lanes
Promo the Ride share-and shuttles

Supporting
Supporting

Engineering, SusPlan
Sustainability

Partner with Moab Hopper and private companies to increase mass transit

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Supporting
Direct
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability

Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct

Parks
Parks
Streets
Parks
Parks

Direct
Direct
Supporting
Supporting
Direct

Public Works
Public Works
Sustainability
Sustainability
Public Works

Direct
Supporting

Planning, Sustai Pilot
Sustainability
Review/Check

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Supporting

Sustainability

Supporting

Sustainability, Communications

Partner Utah Clean Cities- promote EV adoption and Clean Air Challenge
Improve Walk Score
Create incentives City staff walk/bicycle to work
Education, Engagement, & Legislative Initiatives
Enroll 18 businesses in Green to Gold
Implement small business direct campaign
Enroll 18 businesses in renewable energy program
Create sustainability website
Host brown bags on energy efficiency
Publish 6 press releases or articles annually
Educate community about perfecting water rights process
Partner with the county, special districts,
Coordinate messaging
Employee Participation in Wattsmart
Funding & Purchasing
Innovation Fund
Sustainability Line Item
Tree Canopy & Biodiversity
Drought tolerant trees
Remove invasive
Retrofit exterior lighting - Dark Sky Compliance
Replace 5% landscaping with xeric and native
IPM
Health, Well-Being & Social Equity
Amend burn days
Glyphosate and Neonicotinoids Ban
Increase # of community gardens
Decrease income gap
Increase # of affordable housing units
Eliminate mandatory parking requirements/metered parking (i.e., In Lieu
fees toward City lot, conservation easement replacement, use metered
parking to fund mass transit)
Well Buildings & Living Building Challenge
Local Food
Increase 3 season flowering gardens
Bee, bat and pollinator boxes
Increase # of CSAs
Farm to Table
Food donations
Local food production and processing
Metrics
Co-Benefits Analysis
Dashboard

Plan/Design

July - Dec

July - Dec
Review/Check

Implement

Construction / ImpOperation / Review/Check

Review/Check

Plan/Design

Jan - June

Implement

Implement
Review/Check

Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement

Review/Check
Review/Check

Plan/Design
Implement
Policy/Adopt/Rep Implement

Review/Check
Plan/Design

Review/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Rep Implement

Implement
Review/Check
Policy/Adopt/Rep Implement
Review/Check
Plan/Design
Construction / ImpReview/Check

Construction / ImpReview/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Implement

Pilot
Pilot

Implement
Explore

Review/Check
Pilot
Pilot
Implement

Pilot

Explore

Implement
Implement
Implement

Implement
Implement
Implement

Review/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check

Explore
Explore

Implement

Review/Check

Implement

Pilot
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February

March

Equity

Water -Basics (RR)

May

June

July

August

September

October

Active Transport

Local Food
Technical Watering
Needs (KD)

SAM - Carbon Diet

Water

Active Transport

Energy Efficiency

Education

Recycling:
Advantages

SAM Report Feedback
Bill Insert - Water
Tree Canopy: Arbor Day - 26

Budget

Even Years

April

Health: Clear
the Air

Odd Years

January
Recycling:
Sustainability
Resolutions

Super bulb
Superbowl

Bill Insert - Water
Active Transport

Biodiversity

Bike In Drive In

BTW Day
Identify Budget Revision
Opportunities
Inventory Update

Water Conservation

Water Conservation

Forecast/Projections

Annual Report

Challenges

Water Conservation

Water

Articles

Purchasing

Ad/Bill Insert

Recycling

Event
Financial
Communication

Local Food

Identify Budget Revision Opportunities

Workplace Bike
Challenge

Social Bike Challenge

BTW Day

December

Bill Insert - Water

Update Dashboard

Water Conservation

November

Local Food

Water
Conservation

Water Conservation

Challenges
Articles
Ad/Bill Insert
Event
Financial

Council and Public Hearings

Sustainability, Adaptation, and Mitigation
Update inventory at least every three years
Municipal Resiliency and Adaptation Planning

Funding
Source

Communication

Short-Term

Direct vs.
supporting

2023

Agency/Staff

2024

2025

2026

Sustainability Office
Direct
Supporting Sustainability Office

Plan
Design

Implement
Pilot

Review/Check
Review/Check

Plan
Implement

Review of City-wide plans with TBL lense
Revegetate, restore and enhance washes and floodplains.

Supporting Sustainability Office
Parks
Direct

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check
Plan

Policy/Adopt/Report

10% Contractors - Energy Star, Green Enterprise, Well, LEED

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Organization approach to air quality, extreme heat, and extreme cold conditions.

Supporting Sustainability Office
Emergency Management,
Supporting Health Dept

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Develop departmental goals

Supporting Sustainability Office

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Review and implement 2020 goals

Supporting Sustainability Office

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Accelerate 2030 electricity goals.
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy

Supporting Council

Review/Check

Explore

Pilot

Explore

Plan

Plan

Pilot
Implement
Implement

Establish Energy Performance Disclosure
Reduce electricity by encouraging energy-efficient upgrades (Moab Homeowners)

Supporting Sustainability Office
Council
Direct
Supporting Sustainability Office

10% of new construction contains Well Building, Energy Star, etc. by 2020.

Direct

Increase electrical-ready wiring for renewable enrgy in new resedential projects.
Building checklist on 2015 International Green Construction Code.

Supporting Planning, Sustainability
Supporting Planning, Sustainability

Launch Energy Efficiency Business and Home (Rebates) - Powerstrips/Plugs
Legislative Action - Energy Code Compliance & Incentivize Stretch Codes
Develop energy intensity baseline kBtus/ sq. ft. for City buildings and facilities.
Reduce City energy consumption by 20% from 2016 baseline by 2024 and reduce peak demand by 20% by
2024.
Conduct audit and retrofit outdoor lighting to comply with Dark Sky requirements.
Water

Supporting Planning, Sustainability
Supporting Planning, Sustainability
Supporting Planning, Sustainability

Plan

Planning, Sustainability
Direct
Supporting Planning, Sustainability

Plan
Explore

Plan

Document production capability for existing wells and springs.

Supporting Water Dept

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Monitor any diversions from Mill Creek or the Glen Canyon aquifer

Supporting Water Dept

Review/Check

Report

Participate in Regional Groundwater Management Plan

Supporting Engineering, Sustainability
Engineering, Sustainability, &
Supporting Planning
Planning
Direct
Engineering, Sustainability, &
Supporting Planning
Engineering, Sustainability, &
Supporting Planning
Engineering, Sustainability, &
Supporting Planning
Engineering, Sustainability, &
Supporting Planning
Parks
Direct
Supporting Parks
Supporting Engineering, Sustainability

Review/Check

Report

Plan

Implement

Explore

Design

Pilot
Review/Check

Explore

Design

Explore

Design

Provide lodging owners/staff with info on how to make energy improvements

Research Community Solar Build It Forward Pilot; SP3 (Solar Power Purchase Program);Time of use Pilots;
Electric Distributed Battery Pilot Program and Co-gen Wastewater Reclamation Facility

Advance engagement in areas, of storm water management.
Require new construction to be plumbed for greywater systems
Explore costs and design of installing secondary water systems for irrigation.
Create an incentive program
Create large shallow basins
Promote EPA Water Sense labeling, seminars, and profesionals
Modify Water Schedules to match turf needs
Property owners receive credit/decreased storm water fees
Research using micro-hydro on Mill/Pack Creek.

Planning, Sustainability

Plan
Plan

Pilot

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Policy/Adopt/Re
port

Supporting Planning, Sustainability

Policy/Adopt/Report

Explore

Implement

Implement

Policy

Explore

Plan

Explore

Review/Check

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report
Implement

Design

Pilot

Review/Check
Design
Implement

Policy/Adopt/Report

Policy/Adopt/Report

Pilot

Implement

Review/Check

Plan

Pilot

Explore
Plan

Implement
Implement
Implement

Design

Pilot
Review/Check

Pilot

Implement
Implement
Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check
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Waste Diversion & Recycling
Research reuse outlets to recycle items that cannot be accepted by curbside program
Verify there is suffucient recycling and signage at special events (City Permit)

Attract credible manufacturers that make products from recycled materials to
increase the types of materials that can be accepted in curbside recycling program.
Determine diversion rates by building/facility.
Research end-uses for City generated or managed waste (e.g., yard debris, street
sweepings, sludge and construction waste.
Establish a standard that provides incentives for adopting voluntary green building
elements in new construction and renovation projects for construction waste.
Support community composting/initiate industrial composting
Conduct waste audit to determine composition of our waste stream.

(Active Transportation/ Alternative Fuel
Review UDOT and Transportation Master Plans
Pedestrian Network
Low-Stress Bike Route (Design and Construction)
Add EV charging stations
Alternative-fueled vehicles

CNG Fueling Site
Education, Engagement & Legislative Initiatives
Promote LEED, Energy Star
Partner with the Travel Council, County, Special Service Districts and SVWSSD in
setting adaptation, diversion, energy, and water reduction goals.
Coordinate messaging and communication between external and internal sustainability
initiatives.
Encourage Employee Participation in Wattsmart Program.

Funding & Purchasing
Climate Economy Strategic Plan
Funding to help low-income residents
Increase healthy options, City facilities
Increase sustainable purchases
Tree Canopy & Biodiversity
Linear parks along streets
Increase # fruit trees

Funding
Source

Direct vs.
supporting

2023

Agency/Staff

2024

2025

Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability

Supporting
Direct

Sustainability
Sustainability

Review/Check

Supporting

Monument

Implement

Supporting
Supporting
Direct

Sustainability,
Planning
Sustainability
Engineering

Supporting
Direct
Direct
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Public Works

Review/Check
Design

Supporting

Sustainability

Explore

Plan

Implement

Supporting

Sustainability

Explore

Plan

Implement

Supporting
Direct

Clean Cities
Sustainability

Implement
Plan/Design

Implement

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

County, City
County, City
County, City
County, City

Explore
Explore

Plan
Plan

Direct
Supporting

Explore

Implement

Review/Check

Review/Check

Review/Check
Explore
Explore

Pilot
Pilot

Explore
Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Implement
Review/Check

2026

Review/Check
Review/Check

Pilot

Explore
Report
Report

Plan
Plan
Implement
Pilot

Policy

Pilot
Pilot
Implement
Review/Check

Implement
Implement
Implement

Report
Report

Review/Check
Review/Check
Explore

Pilot

Green Corridor Development

Supporting

IPM and natural/organic practices

Supporting

Pilot Carbon Sequestration Study on city property
Health, Well-Being & Social Equity
Air Quality Alerts
Air Quality Monitoring
Class I Parks
Idling
LCC - Toxic Chemical List
Liveable Wage
Food - School/Hospital Connection

Direct

Engineering
Parks, Arbor Day F Design
Planning,
Engineering
Design
Parks,
Sustainability
Review/Check
Parks,
Sustainability
Design

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Direct
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Decrease number of children on free and reduced lunch from current rate of 48%.
Launch Healthy Home Program
Promote use of less-polluting heat sources.
Local Food
Food Accessibility
Support farmer certifications (IPM, Organic)
Locally sourced and owned catering
Agricultural and tourism connection
Local Food Donations
Local Fruit Harvest
Increase in community gardens
Conservation Easements
Soil Health
Metrics

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Review/Check

Direct
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Plan/Design
Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Co-Benefits Analysis

Supporting

Dashboard

Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability,
Communications Plan

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Plan/Design

Explore

Plan
Policy/Adopt/Report
Policy/Adopt/Report
Plan/Design
Implement

Explore

Policy/Adopt/Report

Explore

Pilot
Construction /
Implement

Plan/Design

Pilot

Explore
Explore
Explore

Plan
Plan
Plan

Policy/Adopt/Report
Policy/Adopt/Report
Policy/Adopt/Report

Pilot
Pilot
Pilot

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Design
Design
Implement

Pilot
Pilot

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Pilot

Implement

Report
Report

Implement

Plan/Design

Implement
Design
Design
Design

Implement
Implement
Pilot
Pilot

Implement
Implement

Plan
Plan

Policy/Adopt/Report
Policy/Adopt/Report

Explore

Report

Pilot

Implement

Review/Check
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Sustainability, Adaptation, and Mitigation

Funding
Source

Direct vs.
supporting

Update inventory at least every three years

Direct

Municipal Resiliency and Adaptation Planning

Supporting

Review of City-wide plans with TBL lense
Revegetate, restore and enhance washes and floodplains.

Supporting
Direct

10% Contractors - Energy Star, Green Enterprise, Well, LEED

Supporting

Organization approach to air quality, extreme heat, and extreme cold
conditions.

Supporting

Develop departmental goals

Supporting

Review and implement 2020 goals
Accelerate 2030 electricity goals.
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy

Supporting
Supporting

Provide lodging owners/staff with info on how to make energy
improvements

Establish Energy Performance Disclosure
Reduce electricity by encouraging energy-efficient upgrades (Moab
Homeowners)

Supporting
Direct
Supporting

10% of new construction contains Well Building, Energy Star, etc. by 2020.
Increase electrical-ready wiring for renewable enrgy in new resedential
projects.

Direct

Building checklist on 2015 International Green Construction Code.

Supporting

Research Community Solar Build It Forward Pilot; SP3 (Solar Power
Purchase Program);Time of use Pilots; Electric Distributed Battery Pilot
Program and Co-gen Wastewater Reclamation Facility

Launch Energy Efficiency Business and Home (Rebates) Powerstrips/Plugs
Legislative Action - Energy Code Compliance & Incentivize Stretch Codes
Develop energy intensity baseline kBtus/ sq. ft. for City buildings and
facilities.
Reduce City energy consumption by 20% from 2016 baseline by 2024 and
reduce peak demand by 20% by 2024.
Conduct audit and retrofit outdoor lighting to comply with Dark Sky
requirements.
Water

Supporting

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Direct
Supporting

Document production capability for existing wells and springs.
Monitor any diversions from Mill Creek or the Glen Canyon aquifer

Supporting
Supporting

Participate in Regional Groundwater Management Plan

Supporting

Advance engagement in areas, of storm water management.
Require new construction to be plumbed for greywater systems

Supporting
Direct

Explore costs and design of installing secondary water systems for irrigation.

Supporting

Create an incentive program

Supporting

Create large shallow basins

Supporting

Promote EPA Water Sense labeling, seminars, and profesionals
Modify Water Schedules to match turf needs
Property owners receive credit/decreased storm water fees
Research using micro-hydro on Mill/Pack Creek.

Supporting
Direct
Supporting
Supporting

Long-Term
2027

Agency/Staff
Sustainability
Office
Sustainability
Office
Sustainability
Office
Parks
Sustainability
Office
Emergency
Management,
Health Dept
Sustainability
Office
Sustainability
Office
Council
Sustainability
Office
Council
Sustainability
Office
Planning,
Sustainability
Planning,
Sustainability
Planning,
Sustainability
Planning,
Sustainability
Planning,
Sustainability
Planning,
Sustainability
Planning,
Sustainability
Planning,
Sustainability
Planning,
Sustainability
Water Dept
Water Dept
Engineering,
Sustainability
Engineering,
Sustainability, &
Planning
Planning
Engineering,
Sustainability, &
Planning
Engineering,
Sustainability, &
Planning
Engineering,
Sustainability, &
Planning
Engineering,
Sustainability, &
Planning
Parks
Parks
Engineering,
Sustainability

2028

2029

Implement

Review/Check

Plan

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Re
port
Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

2030

Implement

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check

Implement
Implement
Review/Check

Plan

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/
Report

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Review/Check

Review/Check

Explore

Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

Implement

Implement

Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Re
port

Implement

Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

Implement
Review/Check

Implement

Pilot

Review/Check

Implement

Pilot

Review/Check

Implement

Implement
Implement
Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

Implement

Report

Review/Check

Review/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check
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Waste Diversion & Recycling

Funding
Source

Direct vs.
supporting

Long-Term
Agency/Staff

2027

2028

2029

2030

Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability

Explore
Review/Check

Supporting
Direct

Sustainability
Sustainability

Review/Check
Review/Check

Supporting

Monument

(Active Transportation/ Alternative Fuel
Review UDOT and Transportation Master Plans

Supporting
Supporting
Direct

Sustainability,
Planning
Sustainability
Engineering

Review/Check
Review/Check

Report

Supporting

Engineering

Review/Check

Report

Pedestrian Network
Low-Stress Bike Route (Design and Construction)
Add EV charging stations

Direct
Direct
Supporting

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering

Implement
Implement

Alternative-fueled vehicles

Supporting

Engineering

Review/Check

CNG Fueling Site
Education, Engagement & Legislative Initiatives

Supporting

Public Works

Review/Check

Supporting

Sustainability

Explore

Plan

Implement

Supporting

Sustainability

Explore

Plan

Implement

Clean Cities

Funding & Purchasing
Climate Economy Strategic Plan

Supporting
Direct

Sustainability

Implement
Implement

Supporting

County, City

Funding to help low-income residents

Supporting

County, City

Review/Check

Implement

Increase healthy options, City facilities
Increase sustainable purchases
Tree Canopy & Biodiversity

Supporting
Supporting

County, City
County, City

Implement
Review/Check

Implement

Linear parks along streets

Direct

Increase # fruit trees

Supporting

Green Corridor Development

Supporting

IPM and natural/organic practices

Supporting

Pilot Carbon Sequestration Study on city property
Health, Well-Being & Social Equity
Air Quality Alerts
Air Quality Monitoring
Class I Parks
Idling
LCC - Toxic Chemical List
Liveable Wage
Food - School/Hospital Connection

Direct

Engineering
Parks, Arbor Day
Foundation
Planning,
Engineering
Parks,
Sustainability
Parks,
Sustainability

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Direct
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Decrease number of children on free and reduced lunch from current rate of 48%.
Launch Healthy Home Program
Promote use of less-polluting heat sources.
Local Food
Food Accessibility
Support farmer certifications (IPM, Organic)
Locally sourced and owned catering

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Direct
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Agricultural and tourism connection

Supporting

Sustainability

Review/Check Plan

Implement

Local Food Donations

Supporting

Sustainability

Review/Check Plan

Implement

Local Fruit Harvest

Supporting

Sustainability

Review/Check

Increase in community gardens
Conservation Easements
Soil Health
Metrics

Supporting
Supporting
Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability

Review/Check
Implement
Implement

Co-Benefits Analysis

Supporting

Dashboard

Supporting

Sustainability
Sustainability,
Communications

Plan

Research reuse outlets to recycle items that cannot be accepted by curbside program
Verify there is suffucient recycling and signage at special events (City Permit)

Attract credible manufacturers that make products from recycled materials to
increase the types of materials that can be accepted in curbside recycling program.
Determine diversion rates by building/facility.
Research end-uses for City generated or managed waste (e.g., yard debris, street
sweepings, sludge and construction waste.
Establish a standard that provides incentives for adopting voluntary green building
elements in new construction and renovation projects for construction waste.
Support community composting/initiate industrial composting
Conduct waste audit to determine composition of our waste stream.

Promote LEED, Energy Star
Partner with the Travel Council, County, Special Service Districts and SVWSSD in setting
adaptation, diversion, energy, and water reduction goals.
Coordinate messaging and communication between external and internal sustainability
initiatives.
Encourage Employee Participation in Wattsmart Program.

Implement
Review/Check

Implement
Implement

Review/Check
Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

Implement

Review/Check

Review/Check

Implement
Implement

Review/Check
Implement

Review/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check

Policy/Adopt/Report

Implement

Review/Check
Review/Check

Review/Check

Review/Check

Review/Check Plan

Implement

Review/Check Plan

Implement
Review/Check

Review/Check Implement
Review/Check Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
Review/Check
Review/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check
Review/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check

Review/Check
Review/Check

Review/Check Plan
Pilot

Implement
Implement

Review/Check
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Appendix D: Preliminary Baseline Inventory

Percentage of
Inventory

2016 Emissions Data
GHG Source
Electricity (kwh)
Natural Gas (therms)
Residential
Commercial
Consumptive Water
Vehicles

Vehicle Totals
Airline
Landfill Waste

Quantity
Cost
MT eCO2e
123482540 Not Calculated
83439

Heavy
Truck
Light Truck
Car
ATV

7021791 Not Calculated

38021

613865000 Not Calculated

1164

48102180 Not Calculated
34358700 Not Calculated
135144220 Not Calculated
11452900
Not Calculated
293276 Not Calculated
22654 Not Calculated

25522
24261
236230
4355

GHG Baseline (MT CO2e)

76
7795

38021

290368

420863

Yardwaste (Tons)

1242 Not Calculated

248

Singlestream (Tons)
Recycling Benefit

1126 Not Calculated

4339

Total

19.83

416276

9.03
0.28

68.99
0.02
1.85
100.00

4587
100.00
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$

ROI: Indicates payback

$ $

$$$

Equity
Environmental
Health

Appendix E: Co-Benefits and Triple Bottom Line Analysis

Effectiveness

Triple Bottom Line Analysis: Economic, Environmental & Equity
Goal # 1: (Sustainability, Adaptation and Mitigation) Moab will ensure the reduction of community carbon emissions by at least 80% by 2040, including a
reduction of at least 50% by 2032. This reduction will be relative to a 2016 community emissions baseline, including emissions from energy use and
transportation.
Community Wide Strategies

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

1.7
1.8

1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12

Update and expand the “2020 Vision: A
Sustainable Moab Plan".
Select database, inventory protocol, enter and
verify data.
Set ambitious, measurable and time-bound
strategies to reduce/limit emissions.
Update community and municipal emissions
inventories.
Conduct
Vulnerability,
Consequences
and
Adaptation Planning Scenarios (VCAP) Project.
Review
City-wide
Plan(s)
to
reduce
redundancies.
Reduce flood mitigation by increasing native
riparian
habitat
along
streamways,
dechannelizing streams on City property and
enhancing native fish habitat.
Identify and implement at least one top
effectiveness project for each sustainability goal
annually to create a sustainable community.
Incorporate Energy Star, Enterprise Green
Communities, International Living Futures
Institutes' Petal Certification, Well Building, LEED,
Zero Energy Performance Index, or Passive
House standards into building codes.

Costs

Equity

Environmental

Hire sustainability director to implement goals.

Effectiveness Phase

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II
I

$$$
Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II

$$$

II

$$$

I

$$$

I

Accelerate 100% renewable electricity goal to
Supporting
Supporting
2030.
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
Department level sustainability strategies.

Health

Supporting

Supporting

II

$ $

II

$$$

I

Goal # 2: (Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy)
Moab will ensure the transition to 100% renewable energy for its community electricity supply by 2030. The municipal organization will transition to 100%
renewable energy by 2027, including at least 50% municipal renewable energy by 2024.

2
2.1
2.2
2.3

2.4

2.5
2.6

2.7
2.8
2.9

Community Wide Strategies
Inventory of community energy use and
renewable portfolio for the baseline year of 2016.
Conduct lighting retrofits throughout the
community.
Conduct geotech study and accelerate RMP
schedule for Golf Course solar array.

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I

$$$

I

$$$

I

Participate in and disseminate results: NREL
Programs (Solar Innovation Network & Data to
Decisions).

$$$

I

Increase access to locally generated renewable
energy including Water Reclamation Solar
Expansion.

$ $

II

$$$

III

$ $

II

$ $

I

$$$

II

$$$

II

Establish energy performance disclosure for all
commercial, multi-family and industrial properties.
Encourage participation in renewable energy
programs through Neighborhood Campaign.
Engage one developer - New Homes Program and continue with Hotel Efficiency
Outreach/Recognition.
Residential Rewards program including the
encouragement of passive solar in new home
construction and remodels.
10 percent of new construction and major
renovation contains Well Building, Living Building
Challenge, Energy Star and/or LEED prerequisites by the year 2020.
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2.7
2.8
2.9

2.10
2.11
2.12

2.13

2.14
2.15

2.16
2.17

2.18
2.19
2.20

Engage one developer - New Homes Program and continue with Hotel Efficiency
Outreach/Recognition.
Residential Rewards program including the
encouragement of passive solar in new home
construction and remodels.
10 percent of new construction and major
renovation contains Well Building, Living Building
Challenge, Energy Star and/or LEED prerequisites by the year 2020.
Increase energy efficiency in new and remodel
construction.
Increase electrical-ready wiring for renewable
energy in new residential and commercial
projects.
Establish a voluntary “Sustainable Moab” building
checklist based on the 2015 International Green
Construction Code (IgCC) and National
Association of Home Builders’ National Green
Building Standard.
Research Community Solar Build It Forward Pilot;
SP3 (Solar Power Purchase Program);Time of
use Pilots; Electric Distributed Battery Pilot
Program and Co-gen Wastewater Reclamation
Facility.
Launch Energy Efficiency Business Rebates Power strips/Plugs/Insulation.
Support legislative action - Energy Code
Compliance and Stretch Codes.

Appendix E: Co-Benefits$ $and Triple Bottom Line Analysis
$$$

II

$$$

II

$$$

I

$$$

II

$$$

II

$ $

III

$$$

II

$$$

I

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
Determine nonrenewable and renewable energy
Supporting
Supporting
use baseline for municipal government.
Lead By Example by providing an energy-efficient
model for local residents, businesses, and other
$ $
communities and promoting energy efficiency
throughout the community and throughout Utah.
Develop energy intensity baseline kBtus/sq. ft. for
Supporting
Supporting
City buildings and facilities.
Reduce City energy consumption by 20% from
2016 baseline by 2024 and reduce peak demand
Supporting
Supporting
by 20% by 2024.
Recommission 3 City Buildings.

I

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I
I

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II

$

I

Goal # 3: (Water) Reduce of per-household, per-business and City-owned facilities’ water use by 20 percent by the year 2032. Protect quality of
surface and groundwater to maintain sole source aquifer designation.
3

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

3.8

Community Wide Strategies
Examine current zoning, leases and property
management to ensure protection of the fractured
Glen Canyon conveyance from Mill Creek to
Skakel Spring and other high risk areas
(McConkie: Old City Park and Sommerville
Springs #2, 3 at Moab Golf Course) - overlay
zones and IPM.
Develop database on commercial, industrial and
residential water use on a seasonal basis.
Prioritize and implement strategies in the 2016
Water Conservation Plan.
Document production capability for existing wells
and springs and perfect all existing water rights.
Monitor any diversions from Mill Creek or the
Glen Canyon aquifer.
Participate in Regional Groundwater Management
Plan and evaluate data in USGS Study.
Monitor the NCRES site for drought conditions
and adjust water storage to maintain water
pressure for wildfires.
Review Sewer Plans, Storm Water Management
and Downtown Plans and Water Reclamation
Plant Performance in regards to water
efficiencies.
Solicit recommendations on critical water
resources from the Advisory Board.

$

I

$

Supporting

I

$ $

I

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I
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3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14
3.15
3.16
3.17
3.18

3.19
3.20
3.21

Advance storm water management, water
harvesting, water rights, excellent drinking water,
greywater, and integrated green infrastructure.
Pilot at least one greywater system installations
and support state legislation.
Require new construction to be plumbed for
greywater systems.
Explore costs of installing secondary water
systems for irrigation.
Review Moab Area Watershed Management Plan.
Promote roof water catchment systems as dual
storm water management and non-potable water
supply for toilets and/or irrigation.
Incentive program whereby property owners
receive credit/decreased storm water fees for
implementing green infrastructure.
Retrofit parking lots with landscaped swales.
Create large shallow basins (3-6' deep and 10'
wide) to capture storm water.
Promote EPA Water Sense labeling, seminars
and professionals.

$ $

I

$

Supporting

I

$ $

Supporting

II

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

III

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I

Supporting

I

$ $
$$$

II

$ $

I

$ $

Supporting

II

$$$

Supporting

II

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
Modify water schedules to match turf needs and
$
Supporting
install irrigation sub-metering on City property.
Install at least one water conservation project and
$ $
green infrastructure on select City property.
Research using micro-hydro on Mill/Pack Creek.

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II
I

Supporting

Supporting

II

Goal # 4: (Waste Diversion & Recycling) Increase participation in City curbside recycling by 20% and decrease waste for residents and commercial
customers by 2032; decrease construction debris and waste by 50% by 2024 and increase composting by 20% by 2024.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Community Wide Strategies
Implement variable rate pricing for trash
collection.

$ $

Supporting

I

Create recycling and reuse outlets.

$

Supporting

II

Amend Municipal Code - Cardboard Recycling
Ordinance.

$ $

Supporting

I

Supporting

II

Verify that there is sufficient recycling and signage
at special events that require a City permit.

4.5

Divert organics from the landfill.

4.6

Programmatic business waste reduction.

4.7
4.8

Amend Municipal Code: Residential Recycling
and Construction Debris Ordinances.
Amend Municipal Code: Single-use Bag Ban.

4.9

Attract credible recycled material manufacturers.

4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

$$$

I

$

I

$$$

I

$
Supporting

I
Supporting

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
Increase diversion rates by building/facility by
installing signed dual infinities, Solar Bellies,
$ $
SlimJims, and cardboard containers.
Research end-uses for City-managed waste (e.g.,
yard debris, street sweepings, sludge and
$
construction waste).
Adopt voluntary green building elements in new
construction and renovation projects for
$ $
construction waste.
Support community composting/initiate industrial
$ $
composting.
Waste audit to determine composition of our
$
Supporting
waste stream.

Supporting

Supporting

III

II
III
III
III
Supporting

III

Pilot composting at one or more City facilities
$ $
I
through a bike courier.
Goal # 5: (Active Transportation & Alternative Fuel) Ensure all community members and tourists have access to multimodal means of commute travel to
reduce single–occupancy vehicles and support public adoption of electric vehicles by 10% by 2032. Reduce traditional fuel use by 20 percent and total VMT
for community by 20 percent by 2032. Reduce traditional fuel use by the City’s vehicle fleet by 20% by 2032 and reach a 1.5 average vehicle ridership (AVR)
by 2032 for city employees.
4.15
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$
III
construction waste).
Adopt voluntary green building elements in new
4.12
construction and renovation projects for
$ $
III
construction waste.
Support community composting/initiate industrial
4.13
$ $
III
composting.
Waste
audit
to
determine
composition
of
our
4.14
$
Supporting
Supporting
III
waste stream.
Pilot composting at one or more City facilities
4.15
$ $
I
through a bike courier.
Goal # 5: (Active Transportation & Alternative Fuel) Ensure all community members and tourists have access to multimodal means of commute travel to
reduce single–occupancy vehicles and support public adoption of electric vehicles by 10% by 2032. Reduce traditional fuel use by 20 percent and total VMT
for community by 20 percent by 2032. Reduce traditional fuel use by the City’s vehicle fleet by 20% by 2032 and reach a 1.5 average vehicle ridership (AVR)
by 2032 for city employees.
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Community Wide Strategies
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

5.8
5.9

Promote bike trail connectivity.

$ $

I

Expand and maintain City bike lanes and
infrastructure (u-locks, bike corrals, stripping and
$$$
green boxes).
Partner with Moab Hopper and private companies
to increase mass transit opportunities (shuttles,
$$$
taxis and car sharing).
Pilot community Bike and/or Scooter Share
$$$
Program and expand City Pilot.
Purchase pedi-cab as a intern job and promote
$$
downtown biking.
Add EV charging stations and submit budget
$
request for EV Readiness Plan.
The City will coordinate with Utah Clean Cities
and DOE to promote EV adoption and Clean Air
$ $
Challenges including conversion of vehicles to
EV and biodiesel.
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
Increase Walkability Score.
Review UDOT & Master Transportation Plans.

I
I
I
I
III
I

$ $

II
Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting
I
Create incentives for City staff to walk or bicycle
II
$
to work.
5.11
Decrease parking requirements to increase active
I
$$$
transportation and affordable housing.
5.12
Implement the following priorities for the City's
II
vehicle purchases: alternative-fueled vehicles;
$ $
downsize from original request and hybrid.
Goal # 6: (Education, Engagement & Legislative Initiatives) Increase sustainable practices throughout the community, the state, and
nation. Triple bottom-line analysis (i.e. environmental, economic and social) will be available to all levels of the community – students in grades K-20 and
university, the general public – as well as internal customers (staff).
5.10

6
6.1
6.2
6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6
6.7
6.8

6.8

6.9

Community Wide Strategies
Enroll 18 businesses in the City’s Green to Gold
Sustainable Business Program.
Pilot citizen science initiatives to monitor health
and persistence of native wildlife communities.

$$$

I

$$$

I

Implement Small Business Direct Campaign.

$$$

Supporting

I

$ $

Supporting

I

Enroll 18 businesses in a renewable energy
programs (e.g., Blue Sky, Subscriber Solar,
Community Renewable, Carbon, ENERGY
STAR).
Create Sustainability website to utilize as an
inspirational and educational resource (i.e.,
periodic progress reports, dashboards,
successes, tips and resources).
Host brown bags on energy efficiency, WELL
Building Standard, green infrastructure, Living
Building Challenge, blue roofs, and Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED).

$$$

I

$$$

I

Supporting
Supporting
Publish 6 press releases or articles annually.
Educate community members about perfecting
Supporting
Supporting
water rights process.
Promote LEED, Energy Star, Green Enterprise,
and Well Building Certifications and Credentials of
$$$
buildings, staff and community members and
provide resources (Films, rebates, checklists and
challenges).
Partner with the Travel Council, County, Special
Service Districts and SVWSSD in setting
Supporting
Supporting
adaptation, diversion, energy, and water reduction
goals.
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
Coordinate messaging and communication
between external and internal sustainability

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I

II

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II
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6.7

Educate community members about perfecting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
I
water rights process.
6.8
Promote LEED, Energy Star, Green Enterprise,
and Well Building Certifications and Credentials of
buildings, staff and community members and
$$$
II
provide resources (Films, rebates, checklists and
challenges).
6.8
Partner with the Travel Council, County, Special
Service Districts and SVWSSD in setting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
II
adaptation, diversion, energy, and water reduction
goals.
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
6.9
Coordinate messaging and communication
between external and internal sustainability
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
I
initiatives.
6.10
Encourage Employee Participation in Wattsmart
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
I
Program.
Goal # 7: (Funding & Purchasing) Decisions shall evaluate products and services that have a reduced impact on human health and the environment where
practical, while maintaining fiscal responsibility.
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7
7.1
7.2

7.3

7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7

Develop an Innovation Fund for high ROI projects
through Energy at Risk & Innovation Calculator.
Establish funding to help low-income residents
invest in rooftop solar/energy efficiency.

$$$

I

$

II

$
Draft Climate Economy Strategic Plan.
Prepare budget and monitor relevant sustainability
$
expenditures/requests.
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
Establish line item Sustainability fund to better
track expenditures for grant compliance and as
$
case studies for business community .
In conjunction with departments increase
Supporting
Supporting
sustainable purchases.
Increase healthy options in contracts at City
Supporting
Supporting
facilities.

III

Supporting

I

I
Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II

Increase consciousness of sustainability practices
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
Supporting
II
by including sustainability in vendor contracts.
Goal # 8: (Biodiversity, Tree Canopy & Soil) Achieve a 10% forest canopy density, a 70% native vegetation cover and soil stability on select City property and
promote carbon sequestration by restoring and preserving biological soil crusts.

8.1

8.2

8.3

8.4

8.5
8.6
8.7

8.8

8.9

8.10

Community Wide Strategies
Identify and plant drought tolerant native trees,
grasses and forbs on select City property and
update City tree list with native and drought lens
to reduce heat island.
Launch community campaign to remove invasive
species including Ravenna grass, Arundo,
Tamarisk, Russian Olive, reed canary grass
(Phalaris arundinacea) and Tree of Heaven and
upland invasives (cheatgrass, Bermuda grass and
tumbleweed) prioritizing areas that reduce wildfire
risk.
Retrofit outdoor lighting to comply with Dark Sky
requirements: Install amber colored (3000 Kelvin
correlated color temperature (CCT) and below)
exterior lighting and conduct 2021 and 2023
audits.
Create linear parks along streets, into empty lots
to create pockets of new native vegetation to
enhance floodplains, and reduce heat island
effect.
Increase the # of fruit trees on select City property
and new developments.
Amend ordinance to require mulching/composting
to enrich soil, conserve water and reduce heat
island.
Capitalize on corollary construction to advance
urban greening through greenspace and green
corridor development including the salvaging of
native plants before disturbance.

$

Supporting

I

$

Supporting

I

$

III
$ $
I

$ $

I

$$$

I
$ $

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
The City will maintain Parks and City property as
designated and built with an emphasis on
$ $
annually replacing 5% of landscaping to more
Supporting
drought-tolerant species.
Use natural and organic practices (IPM) to control
weeds, pests, and add nutrients to soil on Cityowned property to the greatest extent possible.
Pilot use of riparian species (phragmites, coyote
willow and cattails) and upland species (arundo)

I

$

I

I
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8.7

8.8

8.9

to enrich soil, conserve water and reduce heat
island.
Capitalize on corollary construction to advance
urban greening through greenspace and green
corridor development including the salvaging of
native plants before disturbance.

I

$$$

I
$ $
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MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
The City will maintain Parks and City property as
designated and built with an emphasis on
$ $
annually replacing 5% of landscaping to more
Supporting
drought-tolerant species.
Use natural and organic practices (IPM) to control
weeds, pests, and add nutrients to soil on Cityowned property to the greatest extent possible.

I

$

I

8.10

Pilot use of riparian species (phragmites, coyote
willow and cattails) and upland species (arundo)
$
for carbon sequestration through annual cropping
to control spread and harvest the biomass outside
of riparian areas.
8.11
Park Planning and Park Maintenance will work
together on park designs to maximize "no mow
$
Supporting
Supporting
areas" while providing a park that meets the
needs of the community.
Goal # 9 : (Health, Well-Being & Equity) : Ensure that Moab is an inclusive community, where physical and mental health and social well-being are
accessible to all.
9
9.1

9.2
9.3
9.4
9.6

9.7

9.8
9.9
9.10
9.11

Community Wide Strategies
Work to improve local air quality, particularly
during temperature inversions in winter months.
Cooperate with the State of Utah in air quality
monitoring efforts and explore possibility of setting
up an EPA AIR Now air quality monitoring station
(PM).
Support actions that facilitate Arches and
Canyonlands National Parks retaining Class I air
Costs.
Amend burn days to reduce open burning and
limit secondary coal/wood burning fireplaces
during inversions.
Continue campaign to reduce idling of motor
vehicles and reduce speeds through citations and
education (air pollution and noise).
Using precautionary principle, pass ordinance
banning glyphosate (i.e., endocrine disrupter) and
neonicotinoids (i.e. bees) near any sole-source
drinking water aquifers.
Promote the use of less toxic chemicals
throughout the community (Tier 3 pesticides,
LCC: Red list, Cradle to Cradle) to reduce harm
to humans and wildlife and minimize impacts on
water and soil.
Promote businesses that pay a livable wage to
employees (i.e., $14.00).
Increase the local food and school/hospital
connections (classes, internships).
Decrease the number of children on free and
reduced lunch.

Increase number of community gardens.

9.12

Decrease income gap.

9.13

Increase affordable housing opportunities.

III

II

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

II

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

III

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

III

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

I

$

II

$

I

$

II

$

II

$

II

Supporting

I

$

I

Supporting

I

$

I

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
Encourage staff to pass Well Building (Living
Community Challenge) exam and incorporate the
$ $
principles into planning recommendations for
permit applicants.
Promote the use of less polluting heat sources
9.15
Supporting
Supporting
through public information efforts.
Goal # 10: (Local Food) Promote agricultural stewardship and access to healthy local food.
9.14

10

10.2
10.3

STRATEGIES
Encourage residents, business owners and
residents to plant gardens with at least three
flowering plants in bloom during spring, summer
and fall, including perennial and/or annual plants.
Install native bee box, bat box, or similar home
for pollinators and enhance habitat for native and
migrating songbirds.
Support food accessibility operations (delivery,
refrigeration, commercial kitchens and Farm
Stands - Easy Bee, Youth Garden, 400 West).

I
III

$

I

$

I

$

II
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9.14

Encourage staff to pass Well Building (Living
Community Challenge) exam and incorporate the
$ $
principles into planning recommendations for
permit applicants.
Promote the use of less polluting heat sources
9.15
Supporting
Supporting
through public information efforts.
Goal # 10: (Local Food) Promote agricultural stewardship and access to healthy local food.
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10

10.2
10.3
10.4

10.5
10.6
10.7
10.8
10.9

10.10
10.11
10.12

STRATEGIES
Encourage residents, business owners and
residents to plant gardens with at least three
flowering plants in bloom during spring, summer
and fall, including perennial and/or annual plants.
Install native bee box, bat box, or similar home
for pollinators and enhance habitat for native and
migrating songbirds.
Support food accessibility operations (delivery,
refrigeration, commercial kitchens and Farm
Stands - Easy Bee, Youth Garden, 400 West).
Increase the number of CSA sign-ups, workshare
options, mobile farm stands, community gardens,
Local Food brochures delivered and food
workshops.
Support farmers and ranchers with organic and
other certifications (IPM).
Increase the amount of food produced and
processed locally including the use of edible, nonherbicidided weeds as food sources.
Source independently and locally owned catering.

10.13
Monitor soil health and restore nutrients.

III

$

I

$

I

$

II

$

I

$

III

$

I

$

III

Promote the connection between local farmers,
and ranchers with restaurants, hotels, and tour
$
companies.
Increase the connection between local food being
$
donated to various meal programs.
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES
Map and harvest produce from existing fruit trees.
Allow community members to use select City
properties for community gardens.
Encourage use of conservation easements for
preserving agricultural land.

I

I
III

$

II

$

III

$

II

$

II
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Key - Co-Benefits
ROI: Indicates payback

Least

Moderate
$

$ $

Most
$$$

Equity
Environmental
Health
Effectiveness
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Appendix F: Residential and Commercial Efficiency

*Please see disclaimer on page 80.
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Appendix G: Community-Based Social Marketing

Community-based social marketing (CBSM) is a strategy for promoting pro-environmental behavior based
on research from environmental psychologists, conservation psychologists and social-based marketing
professionals. It mainly focuses on the physical context of campaigns such as the color or placements of
recycling bins, while conservation psychologists are interested exclusively in pro-environmental outcomes.
Community- based social marketing involves systematic efforts to promote positive change within a
community through simultaneous barrier reduction and benefit enhancement.
The City’s sustainability director used CBSM research to evaluate outreach and education campaigns and staff
professional development and found low adoption rates for behaviors such as installing microgeneration, using
more efficient vehicles, avoiding unnecessary flights and using the car for shorter trips. Again, easy behavior,
which was more readily implemented, included increasing recycling, buying efficient products, wasting less
food and installing insulation. Given those findings, a campaign to discount insulation or Energy Star and Water
Sense appliances is strategic. A “waste less” food campaign has not been implemented yet at the City and
could be developed. In addition to individual behavior research, group behavior holds promise for improving
municipal outreach programs.
Another key finding of community-based social marketing is that one-to-one communications with members
of the target audience is important (Haldeman & Turner, 2009). Again, the approach taken by the Green to
Gold Program meets those parameters, but direct mail or website information may not. Efforts to increase
Green to Gold and networking should receive increased funding and less emphasis placed on programs such
as bill inserts or website development.
Findings indicate it may be beneficial to evaluate the budgets for our most and least changeable campaigns
and adjust funding accordingly (i.e. direct funds to conservation and technology adoption because they
require greater efforts to achieve change). A future strategy may be to focus on the difficult areas (i.e.
technology adoption). TBL return on investment analyses needs to be refined to evaluate the benefits of
existing programs, marketing campaigns, reporting efforts and projects.
Research on the effectiveness of competitions has shown that the behavior changes are short-lived, with
the exception of groups or individuals that have won or received prizes or discounted items because of a
competition. To capitalize on the competition and new technology research, a “top 10 technology devices”
campaign should be developed and communicated to staff and community members. Select devices should
be included, piloted and awarded as part of the 2019 Sustainability Challenges.
Studies have shown that outreach campaigns need to be tailored to different types of audiences. For
example, with motivated individuals, prompts and feedback are effective. To capitalize on that research, Moab
Happenings articles were developed after each City challenge to report on cumulative financial, social and
environmental savings. For the community programs such as the Planned Neighborhood campaigns that have
high participation in energy conservation, (i.e., home audits), acknowledgment and instructions on next steps
are important.
The social-based marketing research shows that a key to changing behavior is identifying barriers and
benefits of targeted behavior. A leading benefit is a person’s belief about the positive outcomes associated
with a behavior, such as saving money, protecting the environment or receiving recognition. The strategy
used by Green to Gold is consistent with the benefits analysis. New challenges were implemented with staff
and select GtG partners to educate participants about the multiple benefits of select behavior. In addition to
economic and environmental benefits, social benefits were quantified as well to appeal to the largest base of
participants.
In the area of barriers, research shows making the pro-environmental behavior the default can lead to larger
changes (Werner, Brown, Gallimore, 2010). Based on these findings, the janitorial contract should be rewritten
so custodians are no longer responsible for waste. Instead, they will collect recycling at individual
workstations to discourage excess waste production. Bags should not be replaced if clean. Research indicates
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that individuals are more likely to engage in select behavior if it is part of a social norm, such as the New Year’s
Resolution pledge sheets or the City’s prescribed challenge (Bamber & Moser, 2007). Last year, challenge
participation among some partners gained momentum each month. A spotlight was published on the website
acknowledging departments, businesses and individuals that exhibited sustainable leadership. These types
of announcements cover the social norming strategies that have been recommended, such as messaging in
“stall news” (i.e., bathroom signs). This technique aligns with the research that shows prompts have the most
success for repetitive behaviors when they are placed in close proximity to target behavior and when they
emphasize the correct behavior (i.e., “Please turn off your computer” or “Starve your trash” (Werner, Rhodes
and Partain, 1998))
On the opposite end of the spectrum, lottery-type incentives have the highest results, especially for individuals
or groups that are not motivated. A lottery-type challenge is planned for the businesses and departments with
low and zero diversion rates. Using incentives within programs can be a powerful tool to change
one-time behavior such as solar installations (PV or solar thermal). The City staff challenges have utilized
incentives. It is time to scale up these incentive programs at the community level.
A practical approach to utilizing the research on motivated audiences could be to provide prompts and
feedback to departments and neighborhoods that have high diversion rates. For the City, building diversion
data will be entered so that comparisons can be calculated. Preliminary analysis for last year indicates some
buildings such as the public works facility, were not recycling at all.
Another approach that is not commonly used throughout the organization is cognitive dissonance tools that
involve using small behaviors first to instill a favorable attitude toward an issue such as energy efficiency (i.e.,
providing small LED lights). Research shows that a person will engage more pro-environmental behavior so
their cognition is consistent.
Challenges or pledges have been shown in a number of studies to be the most successful following a
commitment, especially if made public. (McKenzie, Mohr, 2011). A good example of this is where photos were
taken of participants after they signed a pledge. The photos were posted on the website to establish a social
norm.
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TThe City generates three streams of trash: the material that is deposited by the public in trash containers at parks,
natural areas and recreational facilities (including illegally dumped items); industrial byproducts from activities such
as street sweeping, stormwater detention pond cleanouts and repair/ maintenance of water and sewer pipes; and,
discarded “office” types of material from administrative buildings, shops, warehouses and utility plants. Systems for
collection and management vary, as does the potential for capturing materials from each of these waste streams to
be reused, recycled, or composted.
Data streamlining and analysis in 2020 is proposed that will render strong baseline metrics to reflect, as accurately as
possible, the general amount (by weight) of discarded material that falls under the City’s control, seasonal variability
and better understanding of other influences that cause fluctuations in the recycling and waste streams.
Public Area Trash: Steadily reduce the amount by 5% per year of trash collected in public access facilities (parks,
recreational sites, natural areas, rights-of-way) using either weight or volumetric measurements as
appropriate, by applying Triple Bottom Line analyses.
•
Policy: Offer greater opportunities to recycle in public access areas.
•
Policy: Discourage illegal dumping on City property.
Office Waste: Reduce the amount of trash generated by municipal workplaces and offices by 10% per year, by weight.
Special Wastes: Achieve minimum of 10% per year reduction in each of the industrial byproducts generated by City
operations using either weight or volumetric measurements, as appropriate.
• Policy: Apply life cycle analyses to establish best reuse applications.
• Policy: Apply source reduction as a priority approach.
• Policy: Invest in infrastructure, when feasible, to process waste materials into new products.
• Policy: Refine data and ensure it is collected – and used – in a timely manner.
• Policy: Establish a 2020 baseline for waste generation.
Special Materials Recycling
• Start work now to create a compost facility for City operations.
• Divert organic-rich debris (e.g., from parks maintenance, detention pond maintenance) into compost.
• Compost will be readily put to use by parks maintenance, golf course and others.
• Increase involvement with ditch companies to divert limbs and materials from ditch cleanout work.
• Coordinate timing and process to collect materials
• Encourage use of goats or sheep to provide low-waste weed management services in storm water detention
areas and other appropriate properties.
• Continue and Improve waste reduction and recycling programs for employees.
• Increase communication to employees about what can be recycled.
• Post new, icon-based recycling guidelines throughout City facilities.
• Submit regular articles on timely recycling items, e.g., election sign recycling.
• Encourage use of “waste stations” with attached sign frames that consistently include:
–
Updated signage about what can/can’t be recycled.
–
Both a trash can and a recycling can to avoid risks of “contamination,” and physically connect bins to
each other when possible, to prevent “straying.”
• Increase employee knowledge and participation.
• Emphasize the importance of keeping contaminants out of the recycling stream.
–Reduce residuals (contamination) in the recycling stream to 10% or less.
• Ensure each employee’s worksite has a recycling bin provided.
• Launch a “Starve Your Trash” campaign.
–Distribute more of the small “saddle” bins to employees’ individual worksites.
• Explore options to earn well day points for waste reduction activities.
• Hold small parties for workgroups to celebrate success.
• Highlight success stories.
• Provide “Road Show” opportunities for City work group staff meetings.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop model/step-wise decision process (life- cycle analyses) for making purchases. For instance, use of
carpet tiles instead of wall-to-wall carpet.
Evaluate end-of-life management options for acquisitions.
Link reports from database with recycling pages on website and urge employees to become familiar with
summaries and comparisons of waste diversion, by building, over time.
– Consider creating competitions/challenges between buildings.
Continue to “right-size” trash service from vendor. Reduce frequency of collection services and downsize trash
bins whenever possible.
Emphasize subscribing to smaller levels of service for regular use; get extra pickups as needed.
Promote approach of “thinking seasonally” or on events-based need for trash service.
Educate employees about level-of-service change options/ease of shifting as often as necessary.
Site and Situation-Specific Recycling and Waste Reduction.
Pinpoint opportunities to provide additional, convenient recycling containers.
Field crews’ areas where trucks are returned at end of work day.
Other, general building applications.
Use special bins or poly-carts when durability is important and make sure they are clearly “signed.”
Aim for near-zero waste in new building construction.
Invite Sustainability Team to share input at the design stage on building materials to be used.
Enhance design specifications for contractors to follow for reuse and recycling.
Anticipate long term disposal/expansion needs of buildings before they are even built.
Invite sustainability team to tour deconstruction sites before projects start to identify trash/ recycling/reuse
opportunities.
Establish policies and procedures to help employees make waste disposal decisions.
Develop series of questions/decision matrix to support when decisions are made, e.g., whether to landfill
certain materials or alternatively to pay extra to have discards recycled.
Add requirement for sports registrations and ball field reservations that teams correctly use recycling bins.
Apply long-term planning to tree species selection for new plantings to consider:
Amount of wood waste/mulch generated over time due to tree growth and disease.
–
Anticipate potential to use wood mulch in biomass digester(s) as a way to recover energy.
–
Carpentry uses for trees at end-of-life.
Cross-pollinate with green purchasing policies that are under development to require better design
specifications (more recycled content, better durability, etc.) for City acquisitions.
Encourage consolidated contracting; benefits of fewer contracts include greater efficiency and savings.
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Biologically Sequestered Carbon
Carbon that resides in a carbon pool. For example,
through photosynthesis, plants convert carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere into plant material. The
carbon becomes part of the Plant and is trapped
within it.
Biogenic Fuels
Biogenic fuels are produced from biological
resources such as plants and other organics (vs.
“fossil” fuels) and include biodiesel, ethanol and
landfill gas.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
A colorless, odorless greenhouse gas. It is produced
naturally when dead animals or plants decay and it
is used by plants during photosynthesis. People are
adding carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, mostly
by burning fossil fuels such as coal, oil and natural
gas. This extra carbon dioxide is the main cause of
climate change.
Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e)
A unit of measurement that can be used to compare
the emissions of various greenhouse gases based
on how long they stay in the atmosphere and how
much heat they can trap. For example, over a period
of 100 years, 1 pound of methane will trap as much
heat as 21 pounds of carbon dioxide. Thus, 1 pound
of methane is equal to 21 pounds of carbon dioxide
equivalents.
Carbon Footprint
The total amount of greenhouse gases that are
emitted into the atmosphere each year by a person,
family, building, organization, or company. A person’s
carbon footprint includes greenhouse gas emissions
from fuel that he or she burns directly, such as by
heating a home or riding in a car. It also includes
greenhouse gases that come from producing the
goods or services that the person uses, including
emissions from power plants that make electricity,
factories that make products and landfills where
trash is sent.
Carbon Offsets
A carbon offset is a certificate representing the
reduction of one metric ton (2,205 lbs.) of carbon
dioxide emissions, the principal cause of climate
change. Although complex in practice, carbon
offsets are fairly simple in theory.
Climate Neutral
A facility or organization can be said to be climate

neutral if it has no net climate impact resulting from
carbon or other greenhouse gases. This can be
best achieved through a hierarchy of actions that
include aggressive reduction of energy consumption,
followed by conversion to low- or no-impact energy
sources and finally through carbon offsets.
CPACE
Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy
provides affordable, long-term financing for energy
efficiency, water efficiency and renewable energy
projects for
commercial and industrial buildings.
CSA
A process that allows residents to work or pay for
produce from a local farm prior to the season. The
income allows farmers to purchase seeds and tools
to grow their operations. During the season the
members receive in-season produce.
DART
Days Away, Restricted or Transferred (DART) is a
measure used by many employers to measure the
severity of injuries in the workplace.
Demand Side Management (DSM)
Modification of consumer demand to decrease
energy consumption, especially during peak hours or
to shift time of energy use to off-peak periods, such
as nighttime and weekends.
Efficient Lighting
LED (light-emitting diodes) are the most efficient
lighting. One LED will last as long as 42 incandescent
bulbs. The second most efficient bulbs are compact
fluorescent lighting (CFL). These light bulbs are
the same as the big fluorescent tubing that we see
in many commercial buildings; however they have
been reduced in size in order to fit into normal and
typical light fixtures. They use only about 25% of the
electricity that a typical light bulb uses.
Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
Including a plug/s in a garage makes a home more
suitable for the future and the present as electric
vehicles become more common. Level 1 can be used
with a simple 120 volt household outlet and is used
with a charging cable. It may take up to 8 hours to
fully charge a car. A Level 2 charges a car
in approximately four hours and requires a 240-volt
outlet.
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Embodied Energy
Some building products are indigenous to an area,
meaning that they, for example, are harvested on
the site, such as rock or wood and have almost no
additional energy costs in fuels, manufacturing or
building, to get them to and on the building.
Embodied energy is the energy used by the
individual building material from acquisition of the
natural resource to manufacturing and production,
to product transportation and delivery. For example,
pine beetle kill is readily available in Colorado.
Energy Baseline
Historical data (usually a full calendar year) of a
community’s energy consumption, including
electricity, renewable energy and other sources of
power.
Energy Star Appliances
Dishwashers, laundry machines, dryers, etc. should
all be Energy Star certified. If trying to conserve
remember to replace the most energy-intensive
appliances first–dryer (39%), refrigerator (25%), TV
and gaming (10%) and washers (4%).
Geothermal
Geothermal Energy is acquired by pumping a glycol
fluid through a closed loop system in and out of each
well to the heat pumps. Building temperatures are
heated or cooled from the adjusted temperature,
thus using less energy to regulate indoor
temperature.
Greenhouse gas (GHG)
Gas in the atmosphere that absorbs and emits
radiant energy within the thermal infrared range
(primary GHGs include water vapor, carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide and ozone). GHG emissions,
or any of the atmospheric gases that contribute
to the greenhouse effect by absorbing infrared
radiation produced by solar warming of the Earth’s
surface, are associated with affecting climate
change.
High R – Values
The R stands for resistance (resistance to heat loss).
When used in referring to insulation, the higher the
number means that the wall, roof, or floor is less
likely to allow heat to move between one side and
the other. The insulating ability of material(s) to
prevent the migration of heat from warm to cold is
rated numerically and is expressed as 1/U. The higher
the number means the slower heat loss. That is a
good thing.

HVAC
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning.
Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
A broad-based approach to reduce pest populations
and reduce risks to human health and the
environment. For example, the USGS has used
tamarisk beetles to control Salt cedar invasive
species along the Colorado River.
LCC
Living Community Challenge (LCC) is comprised of
seven performance areas (i.e., petals): Place, Water,
Energy, Health and Happiness, Materials, Equity,
Beauty and Spirit that can be applied in master plans
and building.
LED
Light-emitting diode.
LEED
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design is a
green building rating system used globally, providing
a framework to create healthy, highly efficient,
and cost-saving green buildings and promoting
sustainability achievement.
Low U-Factor
U-factors often fall between .15 and 1.20. Lower
U-factors indicate a window’s increased capacity to
keep heat inside of a building. U-factors consider
conductance, emissivity and effect of convection
around the window.
Low-VOC Paints (or No-VOC Paint)
VOC stands for volatile organic compounds. These
paints do not contain them because VOCs outgas
and affect indoor air quality.
kW
Kilowatt (1,000 watts); a unit of electric power.
kWh (kilowatt-hour)
A unit of electric consumption.
MTCO2e
Metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (MTCO2e):
measure used to compare the emissions from
different GHGs based on their global warming
potential (GWP). The carbon dioxide equivalent for a
gas is derived by multiplying the tons of the gas by
its associated GWP.
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MW
Megawatt (1 million watts); a unit of electric power.
Photovoltaic
(PV or Solar Cells) Light is converted to electricity in
DC voltage stored in a battery array, directly used in
the house, or sold back to the utility company. These
systems can be either off the grid, meaning that
they are not hooked up to a company that supplies
electricity, or grid tied, where the electricity can be
sold back to the utility.
RAF
Recordable Accident Frequency is the number of
injuries on a worksite.
Social Equity
Creating a “level playing field” or equality of
opportunity.
Solar Hot Water Systems
Solar hot water systems use light energy from the
sun to heat water for homes.

Solar Thermal Heating System
This system works similarly to domestic hot water
with collectors and a storage tank. But here the hot
liquid is sent directly through a hot water baseboard
in each room. A backup system for solar thermal
would be a boiler.
Ground Source Heat Pumps
Ground source heat pumps tap geothermal energy
to control the temperature of homes and water.
Trees
Deciduous trees work well in front of southern-facing
windows. During the winter, their bare branches
minimally reduce southern sun exposure, allowing for
passive solar heating. During the summer, their leafy
branches help keep houses and yards cool.
Xeriscaping
This is the use of native plants and vegetation, which,
in our climate, means drought tolerant. This type of
vegetation needs very little, if any, water to survive.
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AF = Acre Foot or Acre Feet Cfs = cubic feet per second 1 AF = 325,851
gallons
1 cubic foot = ~7.5 gallons
1 cfs/year = 236,000,000 gallons
1 cfs/year = 724 AF
GWSSA: Grand Water and Sewer Service Agency
GW: Groundwater
GCWCD: Grand County Water Conservancy District
LED: Light Emitting Diode
LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
MIC: Moab Irrigation Company
NCRES: Northern Colorado Renewable Energy Society
SJSVSSD: San Juan Spanish Valley Special Service District
TNC: The Nature Conservancy
UDWRi: Utah Division of Water Rights
VF: Valley Fill aquifer
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